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FOREWORD

An Invitation
An invitation to “Turkey rising” is no longer

rather than to persist on what divides, might be one

news as it has already featured on the cover of News-

of the biggest strengths of Turkey. Those who want

week magazine. Yet, the change in Turkey is so over-

to mediate between different positions, have to re-

whelming and the structural transformation so rap-

consider their own positions constantly. Turkey has

id, that there is much that escapes the eye, even that

proved its flexibility very impressively - the ability

of the most attentive observer. We believe that this

to change is perhaps the most important feature in

book you are holding will unveil the spirit behind

its history.

this enormous reconstruction and guide you through
out the broader picture of this stunning change.

What is the background of the successful story,
which Turkey has experienced in recent times?

In recent years, the Turkish economic and po-

What is at the bottom of this boom? The articles in

litical agenda has undergone crucial developments.

this book all concentrate on this question. Let me

In addition to the progress made on the lines of

foreclose with one remark: First and foremost, it is

fulfilling Copenhagen criteria for democratisation

the Turkish people who render this success possible.

and rule of law, the economic fundamentals show

They contribute to Turkey’s advancement every day

an honest improvement. In this regard, TÜSİAD has

with curiosity and open-mindedness, with creativity

always been at the forefront of Turkey’s engagement

and hospitality, and with courage and passion.

with the European Union and has been pioneering
Turkey’s promotional efforts vis-à-vis the European

Many traits of Turkey, consolidated in six chap-

institutions, the governmental authorities of the EU

ters, serve as cues for the following pages, which

member states, our counterpart business organisa-

picture a country that draws from the past to win

tions and the public opinion at large. TÜSİAD has

the future. How does the macroeconomic capability

always been the most efficient NGO and a monitor of

level transform the markets? What really happens at

these achievements.

the universities? What offers the merge of scientific
researches and the R&D investments? How does a

More than ever, the Turkish business commu-

traditional core value become an important advan-

nity is confident that Turkey is on the right track to

tage for today’s business? What is the role of young

becoming soon one of the best performing democra-

entrepreneurs in shaping the future of economy?

cies and economies of the world. As such, Turkey’s

And how is artistic creativity creating a new image

role as a country leading towards EU membership

of the country?

will be very constructive for Europe’s security and
global economic competitiveness.

The facts in this book will prove that Turkey is
much more than “a culture that is changing”. Now,

Throughout the centuries, Turks built bridges
between contrasts: between Orient and Occident,

at its tipping point, it has rather become “a culture
of change’.

between tradition and modernity, between continuity and progress. The capacity to see what unites

And, we kindly invite you to be part of it.
Ümit Boyner

TÜSİAD President
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cosmopolitanism

1 country 2 continents: a natural
cradle for globalism

Turkey Bridging her Cosmopolitan Past to a Global Future
COSMOPOLITANISM

Turkey Bridging her Cosmopolitan Past
to a Global Future.

Antakya has historical significance for Christianity, as it was the place where the followers of Jesus Christ were called Christians for the first time. In 1963,
the Roman Pope Paul VI has declared the city as a place of pilgrimage. Today, churches and mosques co-exist within meters of each other.

The Greek Patriarch throws the cross, arcing it into the sea. The centennial tradition of Istanbul of retrieving the cross
from the freezing January waters commemorating the baptism of Jesus Christ in the River Jordan,
is part of the three-day festival of Epiphany, or Fota in Greek.

No one can conquer Istanbul, it is always Istanbul

Neither a scene from a contemporary metropo-

Eco also had his own quest to unveil the myster-

lis, nor even a scene from a science fiction book of

ies of this overwhelming city, or rather ‘the city’

the distant future can match De Amicis’ passage

‘Polis’ as the Greeks call it. From what he wrote, it

When you read the marvellous book, Istanbul,

describing people crossing over the Galata Bridge.

is evident that he too was bewildered by the Istan-

which was written in the 1870’s by Edmondo De Am-

People of all ethnic backgrounds, including Alba-

bul described by De Amicis: “an Armenian lady

nians, Russians, Circassians, Iranians, Georgians,

gently stretching her head from a mother-of-pearl

Italians, French, English, Greeks, Jews, Arme-

and ivory inlaid palanquin, the old Turk with his

nians, Roma people, Arabs, Bulgarians and Turks,

silk turban and blue caftan, behind him, a Greek

crossed over this very bridge daily one hundred

on horseback followed by his dragoman, a der-

and fifty years ago. Although everyone spoke their

vish with his conical hat, Iranian soldiers with

mother tongue, everyone could be understood by

their astrakhan calpacs, the dishevelled Gypsy

the other. Likewise, everyone’s authentic style was

woman, the Catholic priest, the old Jew, an eu-

discernible from hundreds of metres away, yet ev-

nuch walking in front of the women of the harem,

eryone walked side by side.

an African slave carrying a monkey, a charlatan

that conquers.

icis [1846–1908 Italian novelist, travel writer and poet. His
best-known book is the children’s classic novel Heart], you

grasp the notion of cosmopolitanism in flesh and
blood. In particular, the pages he dedicated to the
Galata Bridge would certainly challenge the imagination of any contemporary reader. If you believe
that the 21 century is the age of cosmopolitanism,
st

then you will be proven wrong as this book explains
how the cosmopolitan aspect of Istanbul in the 19

th

The cosmopolitan aspect
of Istanbul in the 19th
century surpassed that
of any modern world
metropolis today.

century surpassed that of any modern world metropolis today.

in the guise of a soothsayer.” [Excerpt from Umberto
Umberto Eco, the famous contemporary Italian

Eco’s article ‘Istanbul as Unity and Trinity’, 1999.]

writer and historian, visited Istanbul following
the footsteps of his fellow countryman De Amicis.
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The rise of globalism was an awakening kiss on the lips of
the city. Istanbul suddenly rose up and embraced globalism,
which was something she cared about more than anyone
else, as well as being something for which she was created.

thirds of the total volume of the Istanbul Stock Ex-

ily recognize this urge, which the Turkish spirit has

change and Istanbul is rapidly moving towards its

never lost under any circumstance.

goal of becoming an important financial centre. Just
as Turkish businessmen are grouped in the Turkish

This urge was once incorporated into a famous

Business Association (TÜSİAD), international com-

motto with these words, familiar to every Turkish

panies in Turkey have set up the Foreign Investors’

citizen: “Always face the West”. This motto, contrary

Association (YASED). These associations provide a

to popular opinion, does not exclusively belong

forum for making their views known and assisting

to the Republican era; it has its roots way back in

the general debate on economic and business poli-

the 19th century Ottoman Empire. That is why it

cies in Turkey.

is inscribed much deeper in the souls of Turkish
people. It would only be fair to say that this urge

Istanbul was once again the driving economic

always worked out like a reflex. This urge might be

force not only for Turkey, but also for the entire

the very reason to why absolutely uncompromising

region. The Turkish economy boasted incredible

political parties compromised in this restructuring.

growth rates, and in no time, Turkey became the 16

They all, one way or another, timidly or openly,

largest economy in the world. Turkish goods have

contributed to the transformation.

th

Maslak and Levent, the new business centers of Istanbul, are beginning to challenge the skyline of Manhattan.

been competing directly with European goods in the
EU since 1996 and have steadily increased their mar-

An early insight for recovery of the economy:

ket share. If the incurably cosmopolitan Istanbul de-

Turgut Özal

fines the global spirit of Turkey, Anatolia, with an
export oriented rising bourgeoisie and the largest

It all started with the late Turgut Özal, who

longer tell if I was in Byzantium, Konstantinopolis

same time. But this city with three names and three

nationalist turmoil and great wars of the 20th century

youngest population of Europe, is the source of Tur-

although a rather controversial figure in his day

or Istanbul. I realised that I made a trip where I tra-

histories was in fact, still the same. I thought that

rendered the spirit of Istanbul dormant, the rise of

key’s everlasting energy.

(the 1980’s), is now well-respected by many, even

versed three civilizations and three periods at the

it was perhaps not coincidental that amidst the city

globalism was an awakening for the city. For Istan-

had written about one hundred and fifty years ago in

walls, bearded church fathers had discussed to the

bul, adapting to the new global order was easier

modern day Istanbul, his quest for deciphering the

point of exhaustion the secret of the trinity, that is

than anything, because all the city needed to do

city arrives at the same conclusion. And this time,

how ‘one thing’ could be at once ‘one’ and ‘three’.”

was to remember. Suddenly foreign companies and

In spite of the political troubles that Turkey has

In no time, the Turkish economy boomed, revealing

brands were flooding into Istanbul accompanied by

undergone during the last 40 years, there has been

the first signs of becoming a growing international

an increase in the expatriate population.

one aspect, which worked out surprisingly well. That

economy. Yet, other structural problems stood

was the restructuring of the economy. Though all at-

in the way. Among these problems, unbelievably

Istanbul as unity and trinity
Although Eco did not witness what De Amicis

even in a stronger sense, because Eco’s Istanbul
proves that the immensely powerful cosmopolitan
essence of this city cannot be changed easily. This
city is stronger than anything that tries in vain to

From a cosmopolitan past to a global future

Always facing the West

for what was around the corner, globalisation. Özal
brought down custom barriers which were sky-high.

It is no wonder that Napoleon said, “If the world

In 2010, the Financial Times noted that half of

tempts at restructuring were postponed until the last

high inflation rates seemed to be the most resilient

were a single state, then its capital would be Istan-

the 19,000 foreign companies operating in Turkey

possible moment, whatever needed to be done was

sickness of the Turkish economy which was

it is always Istanbul that conquers. Eco concludes

bul”, since Istanbul has the power to be one thing

chose to situate their headquarters in Istanbul.

somehow always done as if a strong subconscious

remedied a further 20 years on by Kemal Derviş,

his article with the following mystical yet very re-

and many things at the same time. It is as if Istanbul,

Foreign investment was pouring into the Istanbul

motive was urging Turkey to come back to her senses.

the then Vice-President for Poverty Reduction and

alistic portrait of Istanbul: “At this point I could no

by nature, was destined for globalism. Although the

Stock Exchange. Today, foreign investors own two

Those who are familiar with Turkish history will eas-

Economic Management of the World Bank, who

conquer it. It is as if no one could conquer Istanbul,

12

Did you know that Turkey
is the 16th largest economy
in the world?

those who were strictly opposed to his great insight
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The Turkish economy at the brink of a giant leap

wisely took over the problem just where Özal left off.

preciation, which were ultimately brought to a halt

ine global economic actors. There are undoubtedly

Then came the AKP government fronted by Tayyip

only by sharp interest rate increases. This was like

some remaining challenges to further normalisa-

Erdoğan who humbly went on to finish what Derviş

never being able to recover from any sickness with-

tion on the economic front, but these are mostly

had started. In the company of an independent

out going through a period of high fever and los-

related to mental barriers.

central bank and vehemently targeting price

ing a lot of weight. This perverse reaction is now

stability, they brought down inflation to single digit

a thing of the past and the Turkish economy has

The global financial crisis provided a historical

first place. The recent crisis in particular has also

levels from around 30 percent. Moreover, enacting

passed the health test under the most severe of cri-

opportunity for the Central Bank of Turkey to cut

demonstrated that size matters, and that exclusive

new legislations, they created a much more secure

ses. A brief inquiry into neighbouring Central East-

rates aggressively and market rates followed, thus

economic environment for the foreign investor. Not

ern Europe countries and into Baltic countries will

establishing the new structurally low levels.

surprisingly, foreign investments (portfolio and

reveal a contrary picture. This contrast becomes

direct alike) flooded into Turkey like never before.

even more striking when one takes into account

The 2009 crisis again provided a historical

the fact that most of these countries are currently

opportunity for the Turkish Lira to establish itself as

EU members.

a credible currency. The Turkish Lira depreciated at

to demographic and geopolitical reasons in the

first like most EM currencies, but then appreciated

Turkey catching up with
the likes of Italy and Spain
in the near future would
not be much of a surprise
for those who are closely
acquainted with the
indicative figures of the
Turkish economy.

The truly modern, open economy model cha-

back as the true strengths of the economy revealed.

racterised by a fully liberalised capital account

The commanding performance of the Turkish Lira

and a flexible exchange rate has established itself

thus serves as further evidence that high nominal

as a successful model in Turkey and should indeed

rates of the past are not warranted any more.

serve as a model for countries that are likely to follow a similar route in their journey to become genu-

There is no doubt in the eye of the foreign investor
that Turkey is a high growth potential country due

Turkey was the fastest growing
country in Europe in 2010
Expected growth rates in 2011
Turkey
4.6%
EU (euro zone)
1.69%
Trade Volume as percentage of GDP
Turkey
42.39%
EU (euro zone)
80.59%
IMF; World Economic Outlook Database, April 2011.

Turkey, a member of G-20, is planning to host the 2013 G-20 Summit.

The volume of foreign investment in the İMKB increased by 124% in 2010.

Global Crisis: The testimony to the true strength of

truth in every country much better than the pre cri-

it highlights the most crucial transformation that

the Turkish Economy

sis period. Countries which were deemed strong,

Turkey has been the subject of: while GDP con-

investment worthy, promising, now look quite

tracted by roughly 4.7% during 2009, as it did in

Turkey has had her share of economic crises

fragile and some almost bankrupt while some oth-

all countries and also as in all previous crises in

during the last 40 years. In each crisis, whoever

ers that had lower ratings prior to the crisis emerge

Turkey, for the first time in Turkish history, the

acted in despair lost, and whoever believed in

with rating increases. The testimony to their true

exchange rate was very much stable. Interest rates

a sharp economic recovery in Turkey and acted

strengths was revealed during and because of the

reduced drastically from 26% in October 2008 to

with hope won. Although the Turkish economy

crisis, and Turkey unequivocally proved to belong

roughly 9% at the end of 2009.

had exceptional recovery ability, adverse memory

to the stronger group.

effects and fears of déjà vu kept some of the
potential domestic and foreign investors at bay,

Today, with a per capita income of roughly
Turkey becoming a global actor

thus preventing the Turkish economy from realising
its full potential. Then came the true test, the global
test, and the first global crisis in a long time.

some new members of the European Union. And,
That Turkey is the 16 largest economy in the

thanks to the dynamism of its young population,

world and that the ratio of her total trade volume to

the higher growth rates - much higher than the

th

gross domestic product (GDP) surged from 17.5% in

average of European Union - seem sustainable

Financial crises followed by economic recessions

1990 to 38% in 2002 and to 45.2% in 2008 are widely

for the Turkish economy. At the outset, suffice it

are particularly attractive to economists because

known facts about Turkey’s increased openness

to say that the past seems like a foreign country

they provide very valuable economic data that pres-

within the last two decades.

even to natives of Turkey. Even they have difficulty

ent crucial insights into the fundamental economic

14

12 thousand dollars, Turkey is wealthier than

to fully comprehend and assess the extent of this

structure of an economy. Crises reveal the true eco-

Turkey has become a bona fide member of the

nomic strengths and weaknesses of countries, firms,

global economic system with a well-deserved posi-

and even of individuals in the boldest possible way.

tion within the G-20, and enhanced her political ac-

This is the first time the Turkish economy re-

achievement.

tivism and visibility amidst all this transformation.

sponded to a crisis like a “normal” economy.

The recent global financial crisis has present-

One phenomenon peculiar to the current economic

Previous experiences indicated GDP contractions

ed a picture that represents the respective naked

crisis should nevertheless assume prominence as

alongside seemingly uncontrollable currency de-

15
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Nikolaus Bemberg
German companies in Turkey
In Turkey, there are approximately 4,000
companies with German capital and most of
these companies have been founded in the last
five years. Some of these companies belong to
German citizens with Turkish ethnic origin.
Turkey is becoming an increasingly attractive
market for ethnic Turkish/German entrepreneurs
who own growing companies in Germany. Even
these facts alone prove that the Turkish economy
in the last years has become reassuring for the
foreign investor. These companies are moving
into Turkey not for emotional reasons; on the
contrary, they act totally upon economic data and
make their decisions on a rational basis. This is a
very crucial point. The same trend can be observed
for Turkish companies investing in Germany. As
a destination for investment, first among other
countries, Turkish investors favour Germany.

By far the highest growing country in the OECD

orientation towards exports is indeed a poor design
for sustainable growth. That a healthy financial
sector with strong capital adequacy to provide

IKEA has already been in Turkey for five years.

some stimulus, needs to grow without generating

Nuri Özsüzer, CEO of IKEA Turkey, states their

a fiscal mess. These are the perceived necessary
ingredients for sustainable growth, necessary but
not sufficient. Turkey’s challenge is to cap these
necessary ingredients, which she already has, with
investment increases.
A brief look around the globe is likely to affirm
that there are not many countries that would offer
the same opportunities as Turkey does, a country
economically normalised on an EU convergence
path with a significant per capita income, an
income distribution that has improved, a healthy
and robust banking sector that is devoid of all
systematic ills surfacing in developed markets.

Nikolaus Bemberg

next five year plan will be even more aggressive.

Murat Ülgen

though the figure is expected to fall to $9.1 bil-

appliances to built-in appliances and to even

lion this year, executives seem confident that

more sophisticated appliances. The third trend

Turkey will bounce back.

which we are seeing right now is that people are

Germany looking forward to Turkish brands

Nikolaus Bemberg is the Marketing Research Department
Director of the Chamber of German-Turkish trade and industry.

making their investment decisions, are now more
than content with being in Turkey.
Turkey offers more potential for German companies.
Companies like Mercedes Benz and BHS
have been operating in Turkey for more than 50
years. Recently, German retail chains have been
sprouting up in Turkey like mushrooms. German
brands like Tchibo, Media Markt and others have
recently entered the Turkish market. For some
time, Tchibo has been treating Turkish customers
to its coffee brands and the accompanying range
of consumer goods. Douglas opened its first
perfumery in an Istanbul shopping mall and
eleven branches followed, initially in different
cities. Metro-Group has been active in the Turkish
market for years with Cash&Carry shops and
Praktiker DIY stores. Rossman and Nordsee also
deserve attention as the two up-and-coming new
German chains in Turkey.

“IKEA has already generated an export income of
$350 million for Turkey, marketing 450 different
Turkish products to thirty different countries. In
our first five years, we achieved our goals. We

(Chief Economist at HSBC in İstanbul)

introduced 20 thousand products into retail and

This is the first recession in which we didn’t

rendered service to 10 million customers. In the

have a crisis. Credits backed by the International

coming five years, we will be growing at the same

Monetary Fund went to reforms that curbed in-

pace.” The EU Commission’s report proves that

flation and forced banks to bolster their balance

this growth rate attained by IKEA in Turkey is not

sheets. The increased presence of foreign banks

a coincidence. According to the EU Commission

In recent years, the market in Turkey deve-

also spurred locals to improve their game. Most

Report of Spring 2010, Turkey, in the process

loped quite dramatically in different aspects.

importantly, Turkey has welcomed investment

of a solid recovery, has improved its resistance

The volume of the market in the last 10 years

and stepped up efforts to become a real player

to foreign stocks. All indicators of the Turkish

has doubled, and now we have a current market

We put Turkey in the same category as Brazil,

in the global economy. This change in attitude

value that is around 5 million units in major

Russia, India, China, and South Africa. Micro-

not only focusing on the quality or whether it is
Norbert Klein

(CEO of BSH Turkey)

solo or built-in, they are more and more focusing
on the energy efficiency.
Ali Faramawy

(Vice-president of Microsoft International in Istanbul)

economy reflect a high growth rate. In 2010,

has raised Turkey’s profile in the eyes of mul-

Turkey’s improving profile as a credible power

the estimated growth rate declared by the EU

domestic appliances. That’s one trend. That is

soft’s software sales in Turkey are growing at 20%

tinationals. Foreign direct investment surged

broker and goods and service producer in her

Commission for Turkey is 5%.

especially good for the companies producing

to 30% a year. It is not difficult to see Microsoft

from $1.1 billion in 2001 to $22 billion in 2007,

in Turkey. The other trend in the market is that

Turkey doubling in size in a relatively short time.

before dropping back to $18 billion in 2008. Even

we experience a shift from very simple solo

And last but not least, one should never dismiss

hinterland, the Middle East, Caucasia and Russia.
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“In a nutshell, the
possibilities are immense
and the risks are very
small in Turkey. Foreign
investors, though hesitant
at first in making the
investment decisions, are
now more than content in
being in Turkey.”

There are many products in the German market
that are made in Turkey. Yet, since these products

On founding a business in Turkey - the limited stock company and the joint stock company
- a German investor has to know that the general trend is to find first a limited company and
a communication office. And that is very simple
and not very different to the case in Germany.
Initial capital can be very small and the paperwork takes no more than 6-8 weeks. Permissions
needed for production differ from one sector to
another. Certain conditions apply for work permits. In Turkey, the law favours the employment
of domestic professionals, which is not that different from any other European country’s labour
restrictions. The greatest advantage in investing
in Turkey is that you are investing in a constantly
growing market. Another reason for big companies opening regional offices in Turkey is that it
facilitates the access to markets in Turkey’s hinterland. Foreign companies producing in Turkey
are definitely aiming at markets like Bulgaria,
Syria, Georgia and Azerbaijan also. In other
words, Turkey means much more than a single
domestic market. Turkish industry suppliers,
with EU standards, international experience and
competitive prices, are also another asset for the
foreign investor. In a nutshell, the possibilities
are immense and the risks are very small in Turkey. Foreign investors, though hesitant at first in

In Turkey in previous years and just as in 2010,
the volume of trade of investment goods displays
a trend of increase. Being the result of mid and
long-term investment decisions rather than short
term, the increase in volume of trade in industrial
investment goods is economically much more
meaningful than an increase in consumption
goods. Considering Turkey’s young and educated
population, the potential of foreign trade in Turkey is much larger than it actually is today.

Influenced by strong historical ties, the Turkish consumer shows special interest in European brands.

don’t carry a Turkish brand name, the average
German citizen, unaware of this fact, tends to
underestimate the economic power of Turkey. One
can foresee that with better branding, Turkey’s
know-how could easily become economically
more effective in foreign markets. For example,
although Mavi is a fashion brand much liked by
German youth, nobody is aware of its Turkish
origin. Cases such as Mavi appear daily.
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Modern Turkish Universities Training a Global Brain Force for the 21st Century
CURIOSITY

Turning weakness into advantage
Istanbul University

Dr. Cengiz Aktar, RhD (Head of European Union
Studies, Bahçeşehir University) is a scholar who
has been following closely this quick structural
transformation. His comments will surely shed more

Modern Turkish Universities Training a

light on the pros and cons of this giant leap in the
Turkish higher education system: “Today in Turkey,
there are 141 universities, of which 97 are state

Global Brain Force for the 21 Century
st

universities and 44 are private. Their numbers are
increasing steadily. Rest assured that these numbers
will have increased as you are reading these lines.

Istanbul University, one of the oldest educational institutions in the world, was founded when Mehmed II
conquered Istanbul. Education began to be available
in theological schools and until the end of the 16th
century, these schools were instrumental in educating the ruling cadres of Ottoman society.
——————
Hacettepe University
The Chair of Child Health, deemed to be the origin of
the Hacettepe Faculty of Medicine, was founded as
part of Ankara University in 1954. The future university became the Child Health Institute and Hospital

That is the pace of growth we are talking about. Most

on Hacettepe Campus, and started its education, re-

of these universities don’t subscribe to the classic

search and provision of public service in 1958.
——————
Middle East Technical University (METU)

A new generation exchanging knowledge
For decades, Turkish youths have dreamt of the
word “university”. Considered a synonym for the
modern Western lifestyle, higher education is perceived as a requirement by the public in general.

Turkish universities today hold a vast student body
reaching nearly 2,300,000 participants, outnumbering the
populations of some small European countries.

Bahçeşehir University was founded in 1998 as a foundation
university by Bahçeşehir Uğur Educational Institutions.

for both students and employers. On the new terrain
created by Bilkent University, other private universities rapidly started to blossom. The state on the other

Young students make great efforts to get accepted
at their universities of choice as their parents be-

emergence of private universities in Turkey. Pri-

latent mentality of the state universities. The first

hand, trying to catch up with the tide, founded more

lieve that higher education is unquestionably the

vate universities, domestically called the Founda-

private university, Bilkent University, was founded

and more universities in all corners of the country.

best investment for the future of their children. Ger-

tion Universities, succeeded in bringing out a more

in Ankara in 1984. Quickly, Bilkent University, with

These two competing trends have resulted in the foun-

man scholars restructured the centuries old Istan-

contemporary and dynamic alternative to the rather

a well-earned prestige, became a centre of attraction

dation of 66 new universities since 2000.

Bahçeşehir University,
with the prospect of
establishing a TurkishGerman university in
Berlin, has already
opened a communications
office in Berlin.

METU was founded in 1956 in Ankara to contribute to
the development of Turkey and the Middle East and
to train people in order to create a skilled workforce
in the fields of natural and social sciences. METU’s
presence brought about new methods and introduced
innovations to the Turkish higher education system
resulting in METU being a pioneer of modern education nationwide.

bul University during the 1930’s. Over the course of
the next fifty years, academically outstanding and
institutionally well-rooted state universities such
as Hacettepe University, Bosphorus University and
Middle East Technical University were founded.

The Bilgi Education and Culture Foundation was established in 1994 in accordance with Turkish Civil Law by a group of scholars and businessmen.
Bilgi University’s santralistanbul, once the city’s main power station, is today home to a modern university campus and a modern art museum.

But the limited financial means of the state were no
longer able to support the ever-growing demand for
higher education in the following years. However,
throughout the last decade, a quick and promising
revival in Turkish university education seems to be
undeniable from all perspectives.
Today Turkish universities hold a vast student
body of 2,300,000, outnumbering the population
of some small European countries. These students
make their way to the universities through an extremely competitive elimination system. They and
their families make great sacrifices, and naturally in
return, they have great expectations. Will the quality of higher education in Turkey fulfill their ambitious expectations?
In the last decade, the level of investment in
higher education is by far the greatest in the history
of the Republic of Turkey. The great dynamism in
higher education undoubtedly has its roots in the
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criteria of institutionalisation. They don’t readily regard themselves as competing
against the well-rooted, classic universities of the West. This aspect, which at first
sight seems to be a weakness, however, turns out to work as an advantage. A lack
of ‘over-ambition’ creates flexibility and dynamism and boosts the ‘progressive

In the last decade, the level of investment
in higher education has by far been the
greatest in the history of the Republic.
initiative’. The absence of arrogance creates an incredible pace in integrating
these private universities to the global educational network, and enables them
to compete scientifically on a global scale. Also, the competition among private
universities brings extra excitement to this very lively scene. It might be an early
claim to say that this is a road of absolute success, but nevertheless, in ten years,
when the results tend to be more clear, the higher education scene in Turkey will
certainly be a lot different from today, and utterly different from yesterday.”
Pooling international knowledge
Mostly preferring English as the language of education, Turkish private
universities are first of all in perpetual collaboration and co-operation with
universities in the United States. They have also created strong bonds with
universities of different countries in Europe and Asia. Among these new
universities, Galatasaray University also deserves to be mentioned. Galatasaray
University, which provides education in French, has the official international
status of any other French University. Istanbul Bilgi University, a member of the
Laureate International Universities Network, is another example of quick and
solid achievement.
Sabancı University’s particular administrative structure is
designed to support interdisciplinary teaching and research.

Güler Sabancı, considered to be one of the most powerful women in the world,
says that she takes great pride in the graduates of Sabancı University.

To get a better idea of the dimension of growth in the Turkish university

Countdown for Turkish-German universities

sector, one should take a look at the foreign investments realised during recent
years. Bahçeşehir University, with the prospect of establishing a Turkish-Ger-

The Turkish-German Education and Scien-

man university in Berlin, has already opened a communications office in Berlin.

tific Research Foundation (TAVAK) boasts 28

The university is planning to further its endeavours to other European countries

Turkish and German founders who all earned

with high Turkish populations. Gisela von der Aue, Berlin’s Minister of Justice,

special recognition for their contributions in im-

celebrates Bahçeşehir’s bold enterprise with these words: “Bahçeşehir Univer-

proving relations between Turkey and Germany.

sity forces the boundaries of scientific study with various research projects.

Nowadays, the first item on TAVAK’s agenda is

Bahçeşehir is not only changing the structure of the academy but the content of

a Turkish-German University. Prof. Faruk Şen,

Sabancı University

academic study as well. Bahçeşehir University scholars are constantly working

Chairman of TAVAK, states that a private foun-

Sabancı University was established in 1996 and began its first academic year in 1999

on problems of immigration and integration, and outlining vocational training

dation university providing education in Ger-

under the direction of the Sabancı Foundation, one of the foundations run by the Tur-

programs for the young German-Turkish population in Germany. Berlin needs

man will in time become an indispensable part of the economic and cultural

key’s leading Sabancı family. Sabancı University’s mission is to contribute to the devel-

and welcomes this approach.”

relations between the two countries. Giving priority to academic exchange,

opment of science and technology, as well as disseminating the knowledge created to
the benefit of the community.
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Founded in 1863, Robert College became Boğaziçi University in 1971. It can safely be concluded that the sound academic traditions of
Robert College form the nucleus of Boğaziçi University, with its expanding campus and increasing popularity.

Prof. Faruk Şen,
Chairman of TAVAK

this endeavour will surely establish a new scientific dimension in relations
between Germany and Turkey. “The University’s aim is to build an everlast-
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ing bridge between Turkey and Germany. Accord-

Cologne University. We already assigned two do-

evident. Our aim is to structure a university that is

ingly, we thought the name European University

mains in Istanbul and Izmir for the campus of the

able to issue diplomas both in Turkey and, through

would be most appropriate. European University

European University. A specific legislation for the

our partner universities, in Germany. We believe

will be collaborating with seven ‘partner universi-

university is at the stage of being signed at the Na-

this will build an indispensable bridge between

ties’ in Germany” says Prof. Faruk Şen. “We will be

tional Assembly. The significance of the European

two cultures and economies. At the foundation

establishing our Economics Department in collabo-

University is that it will be the first university in

stage, we are planning to start with a student ca-

ration with Witten/Herdecke and Münster Univer-

Turkey providing education primarily in German.

pacity of 600. We anticipate that this number will

sities and our Political Sciences department, with

Today, three million immigrants of Turkish origin

reach 4,000 students within five years.”

Bonn University. Our partner in Law and Interna-

are living in Germany. Another three million have

tional Law Faculties will be Bochum University.

already returned to Turkey. If we include Turkish

Another Turkish-German co-operation project

At the outset, we are working closely with Knut

citizens from Austria and Switzerland to these pop-

is the Ernst Retuer Initiative for intercultural

Ipsen, the ex-rector of Bochum University. For the

ulations, the University’s crucial role in filling the

dialogue and understanding. Under the patronage

Faculty of Sports, we will be in collaboration with

gap between the two cultures becomes even more

of the Ministers for Foreign Affairs in Turkey and

Erasmus Exchange Program students: Gül Kaner (Enrolled in a six month program in FH Joanneum Applied Science, Austria)
and Deniz Sabuncu (Studied in Germany, at Wiesbaden University, for six months, in 2009).

Deniz Sabuncu
As soon as people get to know each other,
all prejudices suddenly disappear. Whoever
thinks Germans are fond of discipline and
rigid rules is mistaken. Their understanding
of the concept of freedom is better than ours.
I believe everybody should experience the
Oktoberfest. It was a real experience. One
of my roommates in Weisbaden openly declared that he hated Turks. Yet, the strangest thing was, he regarded me as not Turkish
and thus, he accepted me.
Kadir Has, a well-acknowledged name in Turkish business, will now endure time as the name of a university

Gül Kaner
Now, I have a totally different perspective of everything. I have plenty of friends
from all around the world. Being in touch
with all those people is a great feeling. I was
worried about my friends when the earthquake happened in Chile, but I also felt

Germany, Humboldt University Berlin and METU

four faculties: law and natural sciences, economics,

happy when the Netherlands won gold med-

Ankara have agreed to institutionalise their co-

cultural and social sciences, engineering. Courses

als in the Olympics. It feels like the concept

operation in the sphere of social studies. The joint

are set to begin in the 2010-11 academic year.

of nationality doesn’t exist. There is no one

“Nothing is as peevish
and pedantic as men’s
judgments of one
another.”

German-Turkish seminars, which have been taking

Erasmus

called the stranger. Now, I am able to think
internationally, I have many opinions about

place for four years now, have been recommended

Young Turks become global with Erasmus

to other Turkish universities by the Turkish Higher
Education Council as “best practices”. In 2008, the

The Erasmus Exchange Program, a gateway to

signing of the founding agreement for a German-

the rest of the world, is an outstanding opportunity

Turkish University in Istanbul marks the opening

for Turkish students to broaden their perspectives.

of a new chapter in academic co-operation between

Thanks to the Erasmus Exchange Program, thou-

the two countries. The university further serves as

sands of students get a chance to study abroad for

life, how to think internationally and to be

a symbol of the close political and social relations

instance, in Europe each year.

considerate for different cultures and ideas.

between Germany and Turkey. The university is

different nationalities. I know how to cooperate with different ethnical groups and I
learned how to work in intercultural places.
Erasmus life taught me not to be prejudiced
against people, how to behave in collective

16 century humanist philosopher
th

established as a state institution in 2010, initially with
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Erika Broschek

A new destination for the western scholar

(Vice Chairman of the Goethe Institut Language Department in Istanbul)

Roberley Bell

Turkey is a very interesting place, not only

(Artist and scholar)

because of its wide diversity of cultures and

I have had experiences teaching in a few

traditions, but also for its economical and so-

places outside of the United States and I am

cial developments in the last decades. The high

particularly interested in Turkey as a place to

potential of this country gives many foreigners

teach because of the enormous changes taking

the chance to achieve great results and pro-

place. I think all of us who are interested in cul-

vides a good basis for their academic career.

tural phenomena are interested in the course of
change. I am involved in both the areas of fine
Koçfest is a lively social milieu with a vast number of extra curricular activities. Koçfest, initiated by the Koç Group in 2006 with the aim of contributing to the development of youngsters
and to bringing them closer to Group companies, visits many provinces and embraces thousands of youngsters every year.

arts and design. There is a rich history here in
Turkey and Istanbul in particular. But the contemporary trend of both the fine arts and design
are relatively new. So this too is of great interest. To see how the old and new merge, how the

Roberley Bell spent her childhood in Latin America and
Southeast Asia, before returning to the US to attend the
University of Massachusetts and the State University of
New York where she received an MFA in Sculpture. Bell is
in Istanbul on a senior scholar Fulbright award teaching a
course on public space/art at Kadir Has University. Bell’s
work has been exhibited in a multitude of solo and group
exhibitions, nationally and internationally.

“There are some excellent
universities and academic
facilities in Ankara and
Istanbul that can compete
on an international level.”
Erika Broschek

the domestic shortage in the supply of academic
labour is met by international outsourcing, this,

Trained psychologist Ediz Bökli has enjoyed

in turn, creates a substantial cultural rotation.

much success in finding jobs in Turkey for ethnic

Turkish universities not only offer job opportunities

Turkish academics from Germany. Bökli has a data-

for foreign scholars, but for European scholars of

base containing the CV’s of around 4,000 Turkish

Turkish origin as well, thus creating a very lively

academics assimilated in Germany. Ediz Bökli

labour market.”

notes that, “Brain migration, in this case, works the
other way around. The effects of this new trend are
becoming more evident in other fields as well. When

Istanbul Technical University (İTÜ) was established in 1773, during the reign of the Ottoman Sultan Mustafa III to educate technical staff in the army on engineering. With a history stretching back
over 236 years, providing technical education within a modern educational environment and strong academic staff, ITÜ is strongly identified with architectural and engineering education in Turkey.

tions as a bridge between orient and occident
or Europe and Asia. When we talk about academics in Turkey, especially as a destination
for foreigners, we have to differentiate between
Ankara, including Ankara itself, and the facili-

through the particularities of locale Istanbul.
I have been to three Istanbul biennials, of the

to pay utility bills, by spending an entire day

international biennials now happening around

looking for a simple office supply. Of course

the world; Istanbul has found a way to stand

there is frustration but everyone embarking

out among them - truly merging the fabric of the

on this quest to experience living in “another”

city with the exhibition. No one could come to

place is aware that they will face difficulties,

the biennial and leave without having experi-

and perhaps we should not call it difficulties

enced the city. The experience is far more than

but challenges of rediscovering the everyday in

going from one venue to another, and view-

a foreign land. There is a Sufi saying: We travel

ing artwork. The viewer is asked to go to one

so that we may arrive. This is for me the reason

neighbourhood and then another, to go from a

I wish to experience the other, the unfamiliar;

school, to a factory, to the seaside. These expe-

to learn something more about myself. Turkey

riences allow the viewer, “the cultural tourist”,

has become a destination for scholars, the

to in fact walk away with an experience that is

merging of the old and new, the bridging of two

much more than viewing art. Yes, for me I am

continents, the increased interest in the west of

able to easily do research on both the process of

east. Turkey provides the perfect laboratory for

teaching art and design and to experience the

any scholarly investigation.

results of contemporary art and design. This is
aided by the wonderful openness and sharing

I am teaching, which allows me to become

of colleagues across Turkey. The response to

apart of the fabric of this city. Through being

my request to visit universities and contempo-

employed one is given the opportunity to expe-

rary art galleries is always met with openness

rience a deeper understanding to travel beneath

and a willingness to share.

the surface layer of the city and her inhabitants. So, yes, there is a mysterious attraction
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its location and its cultural structure; it func-

the academic facilities that are located west of

global trends are interpreted and transformed
Brain migration works in reverse

Turkey is a really special country because of

There are difficulties to move to a place

to Istanbul. She is a magnet and she calls her

that is not familiar; language, region customs,

visitors back from time to time. We all may have

where to shop, how to do banking? The things

differing experiences and reasons for our first

that are the mundane parts of our everyday life,

encounter, but the love of the city; her rich and

the things that in the locale we call “home”,

deep cultural history, her emerging as a bril-

the things we do not even think about become

liant and vibrant contemporary global metrop-

the focus of our attention. In retrospect this is

olis, these things continue to pull us back. We

the experience, this is how we come to know a

want to share in this wonderment as Istanbul

new place not as a tourist but as a person living

after centuries re-emerges front and centre on

there, by having to go to the bank, by having

the world stage.

ties in Eastern Turkey. As my workplace is in
the German Cultural Institution of Istanbul,
I am more familiar with the facilities in Istanbul. Therefore, I do not have a broad academic
overview of all of Turkey, so that my opinion is
based on the work-co-operation I have with Ankara and Izmir. There are some excellent universities and academic facilities in Ankara and
Istanbul that can compete on an international
level. What can be complicated for someone
who comes to a place like Istanbul and wants to
work on a specific project, would be to find the
right institutions and facilities that can support
his/her work. Furthermore, it can take a lot of
effort to get something done due to bureaucracy
and regulations in Istanbul.
Istanbul is without doubt a cosmopolitan
city. Its history is outstanding and gives Istanbul an atmosphere that is not comparable with
any other city in the world. For me it took some
time to take the “tourist glasses” off and start
to look at Istanbul as someone actually living
here. Once you come to this point, you start
seeing different parts of the city from different
angles. If the financial situation allows it, Istanbul is all in all a big magnet for “expatriates”
and travellers and I do believe that this will be
the same in the future.
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We do like
in novels. But even more
in laboratories.
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How Scientific Creativity Transforms
Possibilities Into a New Reality?

First door opened to the EU

was “Science and Research”. The Turkish standards for Science and Research
are totally compatible with EU standards. This is why the contents of this chapter

In order to accede to the EU, Turkey must first successfully complete

would shake a lot of presumptions about Turkey. This chapter will show that the

negotiations with the European Commission on each of the 35 chapters of the

EU Commission was quite fair in closing this chapter so quickly. The realm of

acquis communautaire, the total body of the EU law. During these negotiations,

science and research in Turkey seems to be a sleeping giant.

the first chapter which was opened and subsequently closed on the same day
Turkey extending the dimensions of 3D technology

Turkey ranks 7 in the world regarding the
rate of increase in academic publications.
th

In February 2010, The Scientific and Technological Research Council
of Turkey (TÜBİTAK) published a presentation entitled “A Bridge Between
Turkish Research Area and the EU”. The presentation, promoting the latest
scientific projects in Turkey, underlines the importance of the co-operation
between the private sector and the universities, while specifically concentrating
on technology intensive sectors. Most of these multimillion-euro projects are
planned to be completed in 2013. To give an idea, some of the research titles

With its capacity and dimensions, Istanbul Technical University’s Fuat Külünk High Voltage Laboratory is the biggest in Turkey as well as one of the rare university examples in the world.

include “All-3D Imaging Mobile Phone”, “Helium 3D”, “Real 3D”, and “3DTV”.
This ambitious, cutting edge research profile could be achieved thanks to the
close co-operation of the government, universities and the industry in their
endeavors to channel tremendous resources into research. The final results of
these scientific enterprises will surely speak for themselves.
Durable consumer goods market leader in Turkey, Arçelik, in co-operation
with Koç University, is running a research on digital holography for 3D and 4D
real-world objects’ capture, processing and display. Arçelik is also investing in
the development of multiview entertainment using content aware delivery systems. Home networks, 3D, multiview connected TV and intuitive and multimodal human-machine interfaces are among the future research and collaboration
areas of Arçelik along with energy saving technologies, clean energy options
and advanced materials.
Reunion for research
Another project named Saracen, which is a joint venture of 21 scientists from
Bilkent University, Koç University and Middle East Technical University, is focusing on research of cutting edge 3D television technology. Again for the same
purpose, Turkish electronic brand Vestel Electronics has opened two research
and development centres abroad; one in England, and the other in Hong Kong.

To accede to the EU, Turkey must first
successfully complete negotiations with
the European Commission on each of the
35 chapters of the acquis communautaire,
the total body of EU law. During these
negotiations the first chapter closed was
Science and Research.
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Turkish banks. “You can pay for parking or buy food from stores: you order
online, the store delivers to your home and they add it to the bill,” says Ciliv.
The company is working on mobile health, allowing people in Turkey’s 40,000
villages to be seen via “real live video” by a consultant, who can also view
X-rays and heart monitors over the connection. There is also work on mobile
signatures, allowing customers to approve legal documents over the network.
The company is talking to other operators around the world about sharing its
technology. Turkcell is investing heavily in its 3G network — $1.6 billion in
2009, he notes, spent mostly on Ericsson kit but also on Huawei. “We have 80%
geographic 3G coverage now.”

Boğaziçi University’s Molecular Biology and Genetics Dept, Neurodegeneration Research Laboratory (NDAL, Director Prof. A.Nazlı Başak) is one of the institutions, where scientific research at the
University is also supported by the private sector, namely the Suna and Inan Kıraç Foundation.

Innovation and new solutions
Flying to the future
Dr. Mehmet Kemal Özkan, Emmy prize winner; Dr. Arif Tanju Erdem,
owner of nine US patents; Dr. Çiğdem Eroğlu-Erdem EUSIPCO prize holder;

Turkey is involved in the production of the new Airbus A350. The agree-

and Burak Barmanbek, the creator of Culpa Innata, a prize winning digital

ment was signed in Ankara between Airbus parent company EADS and Turkish

game published both in Europe and the USA, joined forces to form a company

Aerospace Industries. The volume of the business has been put at more than 300

called Momentum DMT. Momentum, which is a leading Turkish research and

million euros. “The significance of this contract goes far beyond the technical

development company, provides cutting edge technology and products for

aspects. It enables Turkey to become one of the partners responsible in ensuring

the global digital interactive entertainment and education market.

the long-term success of Airbus production,” declared the German Foreign Ministry. Günter Gloser, German State Minister for European Affairs, said that this step

Oracle’s partner, network innovation award winner Argela’s research ac-

taken between Europe and Turkey, is representative of the confidence in Turkish

tivities are mainly in wireless mobile broadband and multimedia. Argela funds

technology. He highlighted that Turkish Aerospace Industries (TUSAS) became

research activities in universities directly as well as facilitating house projects

a strategic partner for them with this agreement, and that Germany from now

to enhance its product portfolio for innovative solutions and targeted advertise-

on was willing to boost relations with Turkey in aviation and space industry. He

ment with internet protocol television (IPTV).

underlined that ‘Turkey, after this agreement, has come closer to integration with
the European Union’. In the first phase, the project will provide $500 million to

Founded in 1955 and a member of the Koç Group, Arçelik has 18 thousand employees, 11 production plants in four different countries,
and local & international brands. Arçelik provides products and services to more than 100 countries.

According to Avni Yerli, the founder and Managing Director of games

TUSAS and the amount is expected to grow in years up to $ 1.5 billion.

developer Crytek, the market for software and online games is worth two billion
euros in Germany alone. “More than 80 percent of the content comes from

Turkey working for the environment

abroad,” says the 40-year-old certified engineer. Crytek operates from Germany
and has grown to become one of the most respected and largest of the games
developers. It has little to fear from the native competition either.
The third biggest in Europe

Shaping the future

million in neighbouring countries. There’s one
word that comes to the mind when listening to

key. The company had 33.9 million subscribers by the end of June 2010, mak-

Süreyya Ciliv, the CEO of Turkcell: passion. He’s

ing it the third biggest in Europe. Turkcell, having started Turkey’s first GSM

been in charge for just three years and says, “I feel

network back in 1994, only 3 years after the first GSM network was launched in

I am in the right place at the right time.” Turkcell

Europe, is the first Turkish company to be listed on the New York Stock Exchange

has a reputation in the industry for innovation,

where its shares have been traded since 2000.

much of which comes from its own technology
technology centre employs 321 software engineers,

of resources to research and development, Turkcell opened a new research

and is located 40 kilometres outside Istanbul on the

and development centre in 2006. Turkcell is 16 years old and has 33.9 million

Asian side of this ancient city which uniquely sits
astride two continents. “We want to provide new

“Turkcell has a reputation in the industry
for innovation, much of which comes from
its own technology centre”
Süreyya Ciliv
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applications and mobile services for our customers.”
He lists the football service, and another that shows
traffic jams in Istanbul, but he’s looking into others:
“Mobile internet, video calls, sending group video
messages, mobile health and education, mobile TV,
mobile security, and so on,” he says. There is a team
looking into mobile payments, in collaboration with

building blocks (D-ecobrick) they developed. The same design group has also
been awarded an honourable mention for their “Natur-wall” project. Winning

Hilmi Volkan Demir of Bilkent University in Ankara, is an outstanding Tur-

five Los Angeles Green Dot awards in three years and some other notable inter-

kish scientist who works in the field of high-quality solid state lighting and
high-efficiency photovoltaics and has won several awards. He has published
over 100 research articles in major peer-reviewed scientific journals. He is
the founder and principle investigator of the Devices and Sensors Research

centre close to its head office in Istanbul. Turkcell’s
As one of the first global founders of GSM technology and as an allocator

METU Industrial Design, the Designnobis design team has been awarded the
most prominent environmental award of the USA for the decorative-ecological

subscribers in its home country, and another 26

Turkcell, based in Istanbul, is the leading mobile telephone operator of Tur-

Working under the leadership of Dr. Hakan Gürsu, a faculty member at

Turkcell also provides GSM
services internationally.
It has 14.6 million subscribers via Fintur and its affiliates in partnership with
TeliaSonera in Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan, Georgia and
Moldova, as of June 2010.
Turkcell’s Ukrainian majority-held business has 11.7
million subscribers. Turkcell
has international roaming
agreements with 661 operators in 208 countries.

Arçelik belongs to Koç Group, the largest conglomerate in Turkey, which is listed as
the 273rd largest company in the world by 2009 Fortune Global 500. Arçelik has received

Lab at Bilkent. His current research interests can only be explained by using

several awards both in Turkey and internationally thanks to its innovative technology,

futuristic terminology: Development and demonstration of high-quality solid

high quality products and production plants. The company achieved a consolidated

state lighting and high-efficiency photovoltaics using semiconductor quantum

turnover of 3.1 billion euro in 2009 and obtained 52% of its consolidated net sales from

dot nanocrystals, resonance energy transfer driven devices, plasmonic devices,

international sales. Knowing that strategic power comes through patents, Arçelik A.Ş.

biomimetic optoelectronic devices, and bioimplant metamaterial sensors.

is the unequivocal leader in patent applications in Turkey. Arçelik A.Ş. holds more than
800 officially registered patents and more than 1,500 pending applications.
——————

Among the research topics of the Middle East Technical University (METU)

Hilmi Volkan Demir received his B.Sc. degree in Electrical and Electronics

multimedia research group, one comes across futuristic topics such as the opti-

Engineering from Bilkent University in 1998, and his M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Electrical

misation of H.264 standard for wireless media, rich media distribution in educa-

Engineering from Stanford University in 2000 and 2004, respectively. He received his

tion domains, and error resilient coding/compression of 3D mesh. These topics,

Assoc. Prof. title in Optics and Photonics from the Turkish Council of Higher Education

according to scientists, are sure to shape the future.

in 2007. Since 2004, he has been working as a faculty member at Bilkent University,
where he holds joint appointments at the Department of Electrical and Electronics
Engineering and at the Department of Physics.
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ceutical company in Turkey and has maintained its leadership since 2003. The
company develops, manufactures and markets prescription and over-the-counter medicines. Its extensive product portfolio encompasses 150 brands and 250
products. Globally, Abdi Ibrahim is the choice of 40 licensors.

Vestel, with 500 R&D employees, is the biggest TV manufacturer in Europe and the
third biggest OEM/ODM manufacturer in Turkey. Vestel realises 200 projects and approximately 100 patent applications per year and exports electronic goods to 127 countries.
——————
TUSAS, which participated in the bid for component design and manufacturing

Abdi Ibrahim’s state-of-the-art R&D centre is built using advanced technol-

of “aileron”, was selected to be in the shortlist of Airbus and became the risk shared

ogy, and is vital for the sustainable growth of the company. The company has

partner of the A350XWB aircraft program. TUSAS, which actively participates in the

invested over $250 million in its operations since 1990, and has established the

custom satellite development program of Turkey, will be the local integrator company

nation’s first accredited R&D centre. At the R&D centre, scientists focus on the
development of high quality, value added ‘innovative and affordable’ products.
Abdi Ibrahim has successfully developed several products for both the Turk-

for the International Satellite Acquisition Programs. As a shareholder of Airbus Military S.L. as National Industrial Institution, TUSAS has been participating in the design
and development activities of A400M with the leading European aerospace companies, Airbus, EADS and FLABEL.

ish and European markets. The R&D centre is now expanding its capabilities
to develop novel product delivery systems, while expanding its collaboration

——————
NanoMed represents Turkey as a member or founding member of international organisations such as European Technology Platform on NanoMedicine, NATO Research

with universities.

& Technology Organisation, European Foundation for Clinical Nanomedicine, American Academy of Nanomedicine, and International Academy of Nanomedicine.

Back to natural basics
Founded in 2000 and concentrating its efforts basically on bioequivalence,
the Hakan Çetinsaya Centre at Erciyes University is one of the largest biomedical

Turkish Silicon Valleys

research centres in the world. Bioequivalence is a concept used for judging the
equivalence of a drug produced by other companies after the original compa-

The Turkish free trade zones offer special rates for wages, taxes and rents for

ny’s patent period is over. If two products (drugs) are said to be bioequivalent it

technology parks. The image of “Thrace Valley” is misleading. First of all Thrace

means that they would be expected to be, for all intents and purposes, the same.

is not a valley but a plain so flat that village minarets can be seen thrusting sky-

Before the establishment of the Hakan Çetinsaya Centre, all bioequivalence re-

wards from dozens of kilometres away. Nonetheless the linguistic parallel to the

search concerning Turkish pharmaceuticals was carried out abroad. Thus, the

booming Silicon Valley has been deliberately chosen, for here in the western

centre, channeling all this research into Turkey, makes a considerable contribu-

corner of Turkey is an industrial area which has taken its lead from its larger

tion to the Turkish economy.

namesake in California.

Airbus and Turkey’s state-owned TUSAS have signed a $500 million agreement under which the Turkish manufacturer will produce parts for Airbus A350 passenger aircraft.

national awards, Designnobis group is now in the process of becoming a brand.

has a very broad scientific scope, it requires scientists from different disciplines

D-ecobrick, made entirely of plastic waste and recycled plastic cups, is a highly

to work together.

efficient ecological building material. In today’s world where 65,000 plastic
products are wasted every second, recycled material is of vital importance. Ten

Gazi University NanoMedicine and Advanced Technologies Research Centre

years ago only 0.5% of wasted material could be recycled, whereas today, up to

(NanoMed) is a pioneer of this field. With national and international level scien-

20% of plastic wastes are reallocated through recycling.

tific collaborations being conducted at NanoMed, it is aimed to develop the nanotechnology-based products that will be useful in the domains treating human

NanoMedicine: An emerging field

health. NanoMed was initially funded by a grant awarded by the Prime Ministry
State Planning Organisation (DPT) and is a centre where different disciplines

Parallel to developments in nanotechnology, by creating major conceptual

come together under the same roof.

changes to medical methods adopted so far, and offering different diagnosis
and treatment alternatives, NanoMedicine, as a new emerging scientific field,

The Turkish Pharmaceutical Industry

has become one of the most studied subjects in the world. As NanoMedicine
Turkey has a powerful, generic pharmaceutical industry dating back a hundred years, with a high production capacity and complies with international

Turkish Aerospace Industries supplies
components for the Airbus A350.

standards in terms of its technological infrastructure and human resources.
While the production or import of reference drugs with license or as contract
manufacturing is conducted in our country, the basic field of activity of our
industry is concerned with generic drugs. Abdi Ibrahim is the largest pharma-
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Turkish engineers are gaining bigger and bigger shares in the computer games sector where science and fantasy merge.
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Technology Development Zones are special areas designed to support re-

Camp in the world. As a space and science education centre, Space Camp Tur-

mental hero by Time magazine invented a method for solar cooling (extract-

search and development activities and attract investments in high technology

key is primarily focused on motivating young people from around the world in

ing cooling energy from solar power) after graduating from Erciyes Univer-

fields. There are 31 zones of which 18 are operational, and 13 have been ap-

pursuing careers in science, math and technology. Through interactive, space-

sity, when he was only a doctoral candidate at University of Essen. Today,

proved and are currently under construction.

related simulations, both youths and adults learn about communication,

the emission-free solar cooling system manufactured by Solitem, the Aachen-

teamwork and leadership in a dynamic, fun-filled environment. Space Camp

based company he founded, is providing climate control for a steadily growing

of its past into the future. The first Turkish company to rank among the top 100

Turkey is recognised as a science institution by the Turkish Ministry of Educa-

number of hotels and hospitals in the Mediterranean. His zero carbon emission

pharmaceutical companies in the world, Abdi İbrahim, from 2003 onwards has been

tion and is licensed with the Alabama Space Science Exhibit Commission. Greg

system for solar cooling, a remedy for global warming, placed him amongst the

the leader of the pharmaceutical sector in Turkey in terms of annual turnover and the

Pepin, President of Boeing Turkey, and an admirer of the camp, says, “Space

world’s foremost scientist entrepreneurs. Solitem’s headquarters are in Aachen

number of boxes sold. With a market share of 7.0 percent in Turkey, Abdi İbrahim

Camp Turkey is truly an inspiring place where kids have the opportunity to

and its production facilities are located in Ankara. Solitem’s partners are MAN

learn and explore in a fun atmosphere. It is a great investment in the future

Ferrostaal and Switzerland based company, New Energies Invest.

Through herbal medicine, Anatolia will
share its vast accumulation of knowledge
in traditional medical treatment.

that stimulates young people’s interest in the study of math, science, technol-

ARGEFAR is an institution working on human and agricultural medicine and nutritional supplements. ARGEFAR is accredited by Deutscher Akkreditierungs Rat.
——————
Since 1912 and throughout its history, Abdi İbrahim has conveyed the strength

exports its products to 15 countries that amount to a total of $29.5 million. In 2009, Abdi
İbrahim brought together its target-oriented international activities at a separate head
office based in London.
——————

ogy and aviation. It is wonderful to see the enthusiasm these students have

Thanks to Solitem’s solar energy systems, large buildings will be able to

for space and aviation, and I hope some of them are now inspired to become

be heated and cooled with environmentally sensitive systems. In collabora-

future engineers.”

tion with companies such as Vaillant, Bayer and 3 M, Lokurlu is now working

Kaya Tuncer received the prestigious 2004 Ellis Island Medal of Honour for his philanthropic work with Space Camp Turkey.

on solutions to have his invention reach households as well. Solitem, will be
A global environmental hero

achieving a 10 million euro turnover in its first year and the projection for the

from the idea stage to actual automated production, took no more than two

following year is 25 million euros. Solitem’s unique technology which creates

years. To no surprise, it is Lokurlu who says, “No matter how fast I move, it

the foremost industrial park in Turkey. Kaya Tuncer, CEO of ESBAŞ, is also the

The entrepreneurial history of Ahmet Lokurlu is, in many aspects, a micro

three times more performance is its most important asset and a big attraction

still feels slow to me”.

founder of Space Camp Turkey, which opened in 2000 and is the fourth Space

representation of the success story of Turkey. Lokurlu, listed as an environ-

for the foremost banks and investors. The transition of Solitem’s activities,

ESBAŞ is a company which develops and operates the Aegean Free Zone,

The Suna and Inan Kıraç Foundation NDAL laboratory at Boğaziçi University has the mission
of enhancing neurosciences research in Turkey and becoming a renowned centre of
excellence in neurodegenerative disease biology.

Space Camp Turkey is where new generations encounter science outside of school.

Assoc. Prof. Ercüment Karasulu

(Member of the Biopharmaceutics and Pharmacokinetics department of the Faculty of
Pharmacy at Ege University)

Along with scientific research, Ege University Pharmacokinetics Centre
(ARGEFAR) also serves the private sector. Usually the private sector’s need for
the academia falls in the lines of consulting and problem solving. However,
liquid oil producer Zade’s case proved to be way beyond that. Zade came to us
with a meticulously detailed project. The project’s infrastructural opportunities
were well investigated and its applications in other countries thoroughly examined. A project so promising, that according to ARGEFAR it has the potential to
create a new sector. With such projects, the co-operation of the university and
the industry does not solely benefit the industry but the university as well. The
production of natural drugs is not only a crucial strategy in a pharmaeconomic
sense but it is also of vital importance for the development of social health. One
of the most illuminating examples of this fact is Austria: Austria has the lowest
rate of prostate problems in the world thanks to natural drugs acquired from
the Austrian pumpkin. The low sickness rates detected in certain regions of the
world are attributed to regional diets and to the medical effects of natural products. As traditional diets change from region to region, health statistics also
change. As they have lesser side effects, herbal products are of crucial value
especially in preventive medicine. Some herbal products have no side effects
at all. Herbal drugs are preferred in traditional Anatolian medicine. With Zade
group we are working on an herbal medicine project based on organic agriculture, which will create a new market in Turkey and an opportunity to share the
merits of traditional Anatolian medicine with the world.
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A Traditional Core Value Becoming
Turkey’s Most Important Asset
The Spanish come here for the unspoilt beaches
As early as 1990, an advertisement promoting Turkish tourism won second prize at the New York
Film Festival. This represented more than just a success for the Turkish advertising sector; it also
hailed a new era in Turkish tourism, in better communication, and self-awareness. This advertisement, praised by the festival jury members for being credible and sincere, opened up with the voiceover saying “The Spanish come here for the unspoilt beaches,” which was indeed true. Many tourists
from Mediterranean countries still travel to Turkey to enjoy one of the most unspoilt coastlines of the
region, something which their homelands surrendered long ago.
Turkey, exotically far and fashionably at the centre
Yet, the sun and the beaches are limited sources for an ever-growing tourism and these factors

The World Tourism
Organization estimates
that 27 million tourists
will visit Turkey in the
year 2020. Turkey is
anticipating a target profit
of $22 billion.

alone would fall short of explaining the huge growth in Turkish tourism since 1990. Turkey actually
offers many other things in addition to sun and beaches to tourists. Istanbul attracts more and more
tourists each year as it becomes a world metropolis.
In recent years, Istanbul has secured its place in the top ten destinations listings of the most prestigious travel magazines. Slowly but confidently, Istanbul is
becoming a classic destination as London, Rome and Paris are. Turkey, once known for the sea, sand and history, is now also considered a destination of nightlife and city lights. Opening up politically and economically in the last two decades, Turkey is now a unique European country where one can feel, as one likes,
either exotically far from Europe or at the centre of European modernity. Istanbul, a city of immense historic and archaeological treasures, now with her modern
architectural sites, offers tourists scenes from the future as well. Tourists visiting both the Blue Mosque and the architecturally overwhelming modern shopping
mall Kanyon, that was built only a few years ago, give an idea regarding the changing touristic profile of Turkey.
While the number of visitors increase and the reasons why tourists pick Turkey as a destination multiply, there is something that never changes on the tourist
scene: hospitality. Turkish hospitality is a unique trait, which cannot be fully grasped unless it is experienced. And once it is experienced, it is never forgotten,
which explains why many tourists return to Turkey time after time.
Hospitality, always at the core of Turkish spirit
Turks are in love with their country and the Turkish spirit is exceptionally proud to share this love with visitors from around the world. The strong desire to
share the love for their homeland adds a deeper dimension to the aftertaste of the Turkish experience just like Turkish spices. Anatolia, the land of many different cultures and languages throughout history, turned hospitality into a philosophy. Today the world studies the works of Rumi, the philosopher who laid the
philosophical foundations of Anatolian hospitality and anticipated the merits of modern global humanism a thousand years ago.

Kekova-Simena is one of the enjoyable places of Turkish riviera to visit for its great beauty and charm. Managed by the Ministry of Environment,
the Kekova region (260 km2) was declared a Specially Protected Area in 1990 to protect the natural, cultural and geographic richness of Kekova Island and surrounding coast.
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Turkey becoming a global domicile

addition to the elderly, young foreign families who decide to live in Turkey seem

Turkey and became inspired by villagers selling handicrafts, olive oil and wines.

in races in Turkey and abroad, for the cycling club she founded in Manavgat.

to be getting increasingly attached to the country. This is a clear indication of the

In those days, all that Krauss knew about Turkey, was from media reports and

Dana Ottmann and her friend Jana Siekman organise activities aiming to raise

Turkey is the preferred touristic destination of choice for many, and

fast modernisation of Turkey in the last years. With access to modern educational

from Turks living and working in Germany. “A friend of mine advised me to visit

social interest for the sport of cycling in the region. Ottmann says, “In Germany

increasing numbers of foreigners, from elderly couples to young professionals,

facilities and a contemporary social environment for their children, these young

the town of Selçuk. This was not far from my future workplace, Şirince, a village

50% of the population prefers the bicycle as a vehicle for short distance travel.

are choosing Turkey as their country of domicile. Some choose to settle down

expatriate families feel very content in Turkey. The Turkish educational system

whose name I didn’t even know at the time,” recalls Krauss. With its wines made

Why should this not be the case for Turkey as well? Cycling relieves the traffic

and live on the Turkish Riviera, whilst others prefer metropolitan Istanbul. Some

offers a great variety of public and private schools and recreational activities for

from selected fruits from the region, Artemis Winery is a novelty in Turkey. The

pressure in the cities. We should be working to make cycling more popular in

praise the traditional hospitality, some the beauty, and others, the inspiring

children which are easily accessible.

outstanding taste of ripened Mediterranean fruits is reflected in the premium

this country for better and healthy living.”

energy of this rising country.

fruit wines of Artemis, which are therefore in high demand and highly valued
The Mediterranean dream

There are more than 200,000 registered foreigners who have chosen to live in

throughout Turkey. “Our aim is to produce wines of high quality. Our intention

Healing the soul in Bodrum

is that you get to know us by enjoying our wines. Our desire is to meet you with

Turkey, a figure which reveals an increasing trend especially after the year 2000.

Located near the town of Selçuk, in the province of Izmir, the village of

Most of these citizens prefer living on the Turkish Riviera and in Istanbul, where

Şirince is famous for its homemade wines, olive oil and historic houses. Around

tourism is well established and where the majority of foreigners buy property.

20 houses in Şirince have been converted into pensions, yet still retain their au-

Turkey is generally considered the perfect choice for those who want to enjoy a

thentic atmosphere featuring wooden architecture and fire places.

peaceful retirement. Foreigners who already own a holiday home and spend a

a glass of good wine and blithe mind,” says Krauss.

After briefly living in Kos, Greece, Bettina Frankenberg now lives on the
opposite coast, in Bodrum. She is a textiles artist working with patchwork, combi-

Building a future in Turkey

ning it with embroidery and other forms of stitchery. According to Bettina, being
able to live where she really wants to live and to do what she really likes to do is

Petre and Horst Ottman, the parents of Dana Ottman who is a member of

a blessing, a personal enlightenment. “Just when you think you are stumbling

few weeks every year in Turkey, mostly end up deciding to spend the rest of their

The story of Artemis Restaurant and Winery began during a vacation taken

the German National Cycling Team, live in Turkey, in Sorgun, Antalya. Dana is

in life, a sort of harmony and balance rises from inside and saves you. Sewing is

lives in this beautiful country. One of the reasons why these people prefer Turkey

in July 1994. Walking along the cobblestone streets in a village surrounded by

pursuing her higher education in Turkey while living with her parents and she

a form of meditation. Handicrafts are relaxing and relieving. What I do could be

is that the cost of living is quite low in return for the high standards provided. In

peach orchards, vineyards and olive groves, Helmut Hermann Krauss visited

also works as a guide for the Presidential Cycling Tour of Turkey, participating

interpreted as healing through handicrafts,” she says.

Countries with the largest
touristic income in 2009.
(Numbers in millions of $)
USA

93,899

Spain

53,200

France

48,700

Italy

40,200

China

39,700

Germany

34,700

Britain

30,100

Australia

25,600

Turkey

21,249

The Tourism Journal

Turkey offers many choices for families who want holidays
which are simple or sophisticated, quiet or activity based,
either full of entertainment or steeped in culture.
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”What else would one look for?”

tings vary from cities such as Giresun and Selçuk

ments. Zeynep Silahtaroğlu Baykal, a board member

to Bursa and Çanakkale. Australian and Central

of Lykia Group, states that Turkey, in this respect,

Frank Martiano got the chance to see Turkey in

American, North American and British, Dutch and

has many alternatives. Underlining the crucial role

1960, when he was doing his military service at a US

Pakistani, the narrators demonstrate the evolutions

of Turkey as a strategic bridge between the West and

military base in Turkey. He first fell in love with Is-

Turkish culture has shepherded in their lives and

the Middle East, Silahtaroğlu Baykal affirms that

tanbul and then for Turkey. Although life has dragged

the issues raised by friendship, neighbourhood,

Turkey is the most stable and democratic country of

him from one place to another, he inevitably ended up
in Turkey. Frank Martino lists hospitality on top of all
the other reasons that brought him back to Turkey.
“It is here, that I realised all my dreams”
Maximillian J.W. Thomae, a chef now very well
known in culinary circles, came to Turkey 15 years
ago following his wife. Although he separated from
his wife four years ago, he still cannot bring himself
to leave Istanbul. “My love for my wife has come to
an end, and now I am in love with Istanbul,” says

Come, come, whoever you are.
Wonderer, worshipper, lover of leaving.
It doesn’t matter.
Ours is not a caravan of despair.
Come, even if you have broken your vow a thousand times
Come, yet again, come, come.
Rumi

Thomae. He believes Turkey offers many opportuni-

13th century Anatolian humanist philosopher and poet

ties for improving his culinary skills.
Tales from the Expat Harem

Maximillian J.W. Thomae, currently Chef at the historic Pera Palace Hotel, combines the different tastes of Mediterranean
and Turkish cuisine. He is known to be a master of Turkish-European fusion cuisine.

Maximillian J.W. Thomae
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Frank Martiano

After completing his military service in Turkey, Frank Martino
continued to stay and work in Turkey. Due to the nature of
his occupation, which is establishing wireless communication
systems, he has been all around Turkey. Following his
stints in Nigeria and New York, he worked as the CEO of
Motorola in southern Asian countries. After his retirement, he
chose to live in Bodrum, Turkey.

I found a slow food convivium. There, we work

I love to walk around the Spice Market. I

I wanted to live the four seasons here. I was

on experimental and traditional cuisine. For

owe 30-40 percent of my food combinations

in love with Turkish hospitality. I loved the

example, we are investigating what different

to ingredients I find there. The different scents

peasants and always kept a good relation with

chefs could achieve with yellow mushrooms, a

and savours in Istanbul inspire me. After featur-

them. In the village where I now live, they all

local ingredient. In Turkey, traditional country

ing in a bank commercial on TV, people on the

treat me alike, with the same hospitality. For

life and a well-developed modern tourism sector

street started to joke with me asking, “When are

a foreigner, Turkish hospitality is a striking

exist side by side. We feel we establish a link

you cooking for us?” When I made up my mind

concept. I have been around the world enough

between the two. Turkey is a big country and it

to become a chef, I studied culinary arts in Ger-

to know that something like this is impossible

is very likely to discover such opportunities all

many. I worked in Michelin starred restaurants,

to find elsewhere. When I attempted to return

around Turkey. There is a lot to do here. What

and in my late twenties, I found myself in Tur-

this hospitality, I developed even deeper

else would one look for?

key. Soon I was promoted to Executive Chef of

relations with the natives. I have been in

the Crowne Plaza and Holiday Inn. It is impos-

Bodrum for the last twenty years. I constantly

sible for me to leave Istanbul, because it is here,

travel around Turkey and the Greek islands. I

in Istanbul, that I realised all my dreams.

gather wild thyme, prepare jam and make wine.

wifehood, and motherhood. ‘As the Western world

the region. “Turkey has a potential and accordingly

The personal stories and memoirs of 32 expatri-

struggles to comprehend the paradoxes of mod-

a political influence over the region. Turkey is a cen-

ate women living in Turkey have been collected in

ern Turkey, a country both European and Asian,

tre of attraction for countries in her hinterland. In

a book called Tales from the Expat Harem. In this

forward-looking yet rooted in ancient empire, this

this new era, with restructuring, Turkey can emerge

book, 32 women from seven nations share their ex-

critically-acclaimed collection invites you into the

as a new financial and logistics centre, and further

periences as foreigners living in Turkey. Their set-

Turkey that thirty-two women from seven nations

its investments in agriculture and tourism.”

know’ says the preface. From an archaeologist at
Tales from the Expat Harem was published by
Seal Press in 2006

Troy to the Christian missionary in Istanbul, cloth-

Baykal defines marina tourism, golf tourism

ing designers and scholars along the Aegean and

and health tourism as the new promising trends in

the Mediterranean coastlines, a journalist at the

Turkey, and she summarises Turkey’s sustainable

Iraqi border, Expat Harem’s writers revisit their pro-

advantages in tourism with these words: “Turkey is

fessional assumptions. Delirious with influenza, a

at most a four hour flight from many countries. Her

friendless Australian realises the value of tradition-

climate is convenient. She has the longest Mediter-

al Turkish hospitality, when she is rescued from her

ranean coastline. Turkey is an open-air museum and

freezing rental by unknown Anatolian neighbours

boasts a young and hospitable population. Turkey

bearing food and medicinal tea; a pregnant and in-

has become a usual tourist destination for the aging

troverted Irish woman faces the challenge of finding

western population. Europe, in the future, will pre-

her place in a large Black Sea family. The website of

fer Turkey even more, for recreational purposes and

the book, www.expatharem.com, looks more like a

as a country of domicile. If only ten percent of China

forum on Turkey nowadays.

and India were to prefer Turkey as a destination,
that would add up to a volume of 75 million beds

Restructuring Turkish tourism

each year.” Baykal states that the open-air museum
concept is Turkey’s most attractive feature. With its

Following the global financial crisis, new rules

$80 billion potential income capacity, the Turkish

are being established in the global economy and

tourism sector is adjusting and restructuring its de-

new players are being introduced. Emerging markets

velopment strategy.

such as China and India as well as Brazil and Turkey
are now rapidly becoming main industrial com-

A booming business: Golf tourism

petitors of the West. In this era of transformation,
Turkey, a major country of tourism, revises its posi-

In Antalya, Silkar has opened the first link golf

tion and restructures itself by investing in new seg-

course in the Mediterranean region. Silkar believes
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that golf courses in Antalya, which are open dur-

Greg Norman, the world famous Australian

“I fell in love with Turkey 28 years ago. Denim

ing winter, will attract golfers from all around the

golf player, praised Turkey as the host country of

jeans were a rare Western luxury then and every

world. Considering that Sweden with a population

the 2011 World Amateur Golf Championship, in the

time the politicians got uppity the army rolled

of 7 million has more than 4 million golfers, it won’t

speech he gave at the Golf Business Forum 2010. His

in, imposing swingeing curfews and outlawing

be difficult to increase the 100,000 golfers coming

words confirm the decisions of the Turkish tourism

anything cultural that seemed vaguely fun. How

to Antalya every year to 500,000 golfers. One of the

investor. “Golfers, especially those from England,

times change – yet it’s Turkey’s culture and history

investments realised to reach this goal is The Glo-

Sweden and Germany, are showing more and more

that makes her so attractive today. ...Such original

ria Golf Course. The Gloria Golf Course in Antalya

preference for the golf courses in Belek.”

beauty that you’d need a thousand lifetimes to spend
here, and there’d still be more to discover ...Boating

has the reputation of being one of Europe’s top 6
golf courses. The “Paşa” and “Sultan” golf courses

Why I love Turkey

ten minutes over to Asia for a cup of tea, or taking
the slow ferry to the traffic-free, bougainvillea-crazy

run by Antalya Golf Club have also received international awards. Diler Holding, another investor,

In The Guardian’s special issue devoted to less-

Princes’ Islands for a seafood lunch or hilltop picnic

is now building a new golf complex in Antalya at a

visited areas published in April 2010, Kevin Gould

you may well be the only British traveller, but you’ll

cost of $80 million, which will take its place in the

wrote a love letter to Turkey, the country he’s been

still be amongst friends, for the Turkish welcome is

luxury segment of the sport.

exploring for 28 years.

as genuine as it is legendary.”

Rising 2150 metres from the Anti-Taurus mountains in south central Turkey stands the archaeological site of Nemrut.
Thought to be the burial tumulus and Holy Seat of the 1st century BC Commagene king, Antiochus I Epiphanes, the site is as awe inspiring as it is enigmatic.

“In Turkey, you’ll have eaten some of the most delicious food in the world,
and the Turks you’ve met, will have treated you with kindness and joy.
The truth is, Turks just love having visitors.”
Kevin Gould

Şirince is situated about 8 km away from the city of Selçuk, on a plateau encircled by a wonderful mountainous panorama.

ander the Great, by a miracle of courage cut the

Turkey, a nation and a melting pot of civilizations

Gordian knot and affirmed the predominance
of human will? Where was the Mausoleum, one

Where did Herodotus of Halicarnassos, the

of the Seven Marvels of the World, destroyed

father of history, live? And Strabon, the greatest

not by the Turks but by the Frankish Knights of

geographer of Antiquity? And Aesop, source of

the Order of Jerusalem? Where was the gold of

inspiration of the Fables of the marvellous Jean

Midas, the king with ears of a donkey, flowing?

Jean Daniel Tordjman,
French Ambassador-atLarge and President of
the Club of Ambassadors in Paris. His
article entitled “Turkey,
intercessor between
Islam and the Western
World” was published in
Le Figaro in 2002.

de la Fontaine? Where did Lucullus, still vener-

And the sinuous river Meander? Where is Ionia,

The foundation of the village of Şirince goes back

ated by all the gourmets of France and Navarre

the mother of the most harmonious classical

to the 5th century AD and its rural structures have been

live? Where did Croesus build his immense

order which inspired the history of Western Ar-

maintained throughout the centuries until today. Its

wealth? Where was Thales of Miletus teaching?

chitecture from Vitruvius to Palladio and Viollet

Where lived Mithridates who defied the great

Le Duc ? And where did they come from, these

cestor Noah, venerated by the three monotheis-

Pompey whose illustrious life was told by Plu-

dream creatures who crowd our museums, the

tic religions, ran aground?

tarch? Where is Phocea which created the city

Venus of Knidos, the Diana of Ephesus and the

of Marseille? And Phrygia which gave us the red

dazzling and exciting Hellenistic sculpture? All

And where were Jason and his Argonauts

cap of our Marianne. And Troy, the glorious rival

the bibliophiles can tell you: Turkey and espe-

looking for the Golden Fleece, symbol of the

of Athens where Hector, Achilles, Agamemnon,

cially Asia Minor is one of the strongest melting

most precious order of the West? Where was the

Ulysses and Helen of Troy won fame, as told by

pots of our civilization. And if I am looking to our

first Christian Empire built, the Empire of Con-

the divine Homerus in the Illiad and the Odys-

Judeo-Christian roots, I find Simon/Peter estab-

stantine, of Justinian and of Theodosius? And

sey, a tale still kept alive on Parisian stages by

lishing at Antioch the capital of the Jewish dis-

Nicea, the Iznik of today, was the site of the first

el resort not just for today’s tourist, but also for the

the operetta of Jacques Offenbach? And Perga-

ciples of Jesus who for the first time called them-

Christian creed at the first Oecumenical Concile

tourists of the next thousand years. The region has 32

mum which broke the monopoly of Byblos over

selves Christians. And where did the preacher of

four or five-star hotels and first-class holiday villages

in 325? And it is in the same region of fervour and

the trade of papyrus imported from Egypt in ex-

the Gentiles, Saul of Tarsus, this Greek Jew go to

faith that Nestorius, Patriarch of Constantinople,

change for Lebanese cedar so indispensable for

deliver his epistles? To Ephesus and to the Ga-

and Arianus have interpreted Christianity and

the construction of funeral ships for the pharaohs

latians, the descendants of our Gauls who, after

raised some basic issues which are not sufficient-

by inventing the parchment which enabled the

the sacking of Rome, went to settle in Anatolia.

ly studied today because they were condemned

European Civilization to transmit its knowledge

Where does the Ancestor of Santa Claus, Saint

as heretics. These multiple examples lead us to

for centuries? Where is Ephesus whose Oracle ri-

Nicolas, Bishop of Myra come from? Where is

conclude Turkey is an essential component of the

valled that of Delphi? And Gordium where Alex-

Mount Ararat where the Alliance Arch of our an-

historical and cultural legacy of our civilization.

natural beauty as well as its ancient historical background are all reasons for visitors to adore the village.
——————
Patara Beach was rated as the best beach in the
world by The Sunday Times.
——————
Belek, situated on the shore of the Mediterranean amidst pine forests, is a true paradise for tourists. The Belek region on the Mediterranean coast is
located 30 kilometres to the east of Antalya. Recently,
it was chosen by the Ministry of Tourism to be a mod-

and five golf courses.
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Young Entrepreneurs
Shaping the Future of
the Turkish Economy

Istanbul has not only been the driving force of Turkish economy but also of the
modernisation process as a whole. If, under pressure, even metal cannot avoid
fatigue,then Istanbul, bearing the weight of her country of 70 million people, must
have felt the need of support to relieve her excessive burden. At this juncture,
Anatolia walked onto the scene. Small and medium size enterprises started to
blossom throughout Anatolia at an incredible rythm, stunning even the native
observer. These enterprises, which started off as industry suppliers to Istanbul,
were quickly marketing their products in Europe thus creating an unprecedented
boost in exports and a rise in income in Anatolia. Regional income distribution
in Turkey rapidly improved, which in turn, increased the total consumption and
enabled Turkey to sustain very high growth rates. Turkey became a much more
mature and deep market. The rise of domestic demand created the necessary
resources for the growth of big industrial enterprises in Istanbul, which provided
them with the economic power to compete in the European consumer markets.
Today, 1 out of every 3 TVs sold in Europe, is produced in Turkey.
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Alican Ulusoy, Ulusoy International Investment Holding

Sibel Kutman Oral, Doluca Wines

Ersin Akarlılar, Mavi Jeans

There are very few institutions in Turkey that can proudly claim a heritage of over three quarters
of a century. Ulusoy is that exception. The brand has been synonymus with the modern logistics
industry in Turkey and has meant “trust” for consecutive generations. As the standard bearer of
the third generation, Alican Ulusoy Chairman of the Board, studied Business Administration and
Management at the American InterContinental University in London. In 1998 he started to work in
Ulusoy’s Logistics Group. In 2002 he was appointed a member of the Holding’s board. Today, under Alican Ulusoy’s leadership the company is positioning itself around environmentally friendly
technologies, business models and industries committed to doing its part for the centuries and
generations to come.

At first glance, it may seem surprising that Turkey maintains distinctive high quality wines, but today, Turkish wines rank close to the top in quality and continue to climb. One example is the Kutman family who run their viticulture and winery business on the southwestern coasts of the Sea of
Marmara. Sibel Kutman Oral, Marketing Manager for Doluca, the family’s brand, and her brother
Ali Kutman, are the third generation in the family business. After they joined the company, Doluca
attained much broader appeal and embraced the mission of developing the cultural awareness of
wine in Turkey. After studying Business Administration at Wesleyan University, Sibel Kutman Oral
researched the wine business in Italy, France and California. She returned to Turkey in 1997 and
founded the Marketing and Sales Departments of Doluca.

Mavi was established in 1991 as a jeans brand launched for the local market by ERAK who manufactured goods for many famous brands including Armani, Calvin Klein, Guess, Esprit, and Tommy
Hilfiger. It became a separate company and an international brand shortly afterwards. Mavi became local market leader in 1996 and this has not changed for the last 14 years. 7,000,000 Mavi
units are sold in 50 countries, at more than 4,000 sales outlets including 161 Mavi stores. The
brand was also voted the sexiest jeans in the USA by Cosmogirl readers. Time Magazine listed
Mavi amongst the world’s best 16 brands of jeans. Ersin Akarlılar, the CEO and shareholder of
Mavi, was voted “One of the 100 Most Powerful People in Menswear in the US” by DNR magazine.
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Anatolian Tigers

Konya and Malatya are the best examples of rapidly
industrialised provinces.

More rapidly than anyone imagined, the new
entrepreneurial energy of Anatolia pushed Turkey

The world is the market

up. Istanbul, aspiring to become the finance centre
of the region, was now able to concentrate more of

The pioneers of a steady economic boom in

her energy on the service sector. The sudden emer-

the Turkish countryside for the past few years, the

gence of the Anatolian bourgeoisie, this remarkable

Anatolian Tigers, are hopeful to see a steady reju-

incident, called for a distinctive name. Presumably

venation in the markets in 2011. Sait Türek, CEO of

making reference to the agility and aggression of

the Yonca food company, one of the fastest grow-

this new economic force, they are now called the

ing Anatolian Tigers, says they were encouraged

Anatolian Tigers.

by anticipated growth in 2009 and expected to
increase productivity in their facilities in 2010 as

Thanks to the Anatolian Tigers, Turkish indus-

part of their efforts to meet an increasing demand.

try does not consist only of the Istanbul and Marma-

Exporting their products to some 30 countries from

ra regions any more. Central Anatolian cities such

Manisa, Yonca Gıda Co. had its second largest in-

as Denizli, Gaziantep, Kahramanmaraş, Kayseri,

crease in employees in 2009 despite skyrocketing

Kocaman Fish is Turkey’s largest exporter of sea and freshwater produce with its production based in Bandırma. Additionally,
Kocaman also has a tuna farming operation in Izmir with Aqua-Group, a joint venture production of marinated anchovy and buttered
snails in Bilecik with Française de Gastronomie, and a partnership for the distribution of frog legs in France-Lyon with RAR Sarl.

The sudden emergence of
the Anatolian bourgeoisie,
this remarkable incident,
called for a distinctive
name. Presumably making
reference to the agility
and aggression of this
new economic force,
they are now called the
Anatolian Tigers.
Another recent success story is Batıçim’s industrial plant in Western Anatolia,
which is considered to be one of the largest cement producers.

Based in the Marmara region, Sa-ba Industrial Products,
has manufactured and exported OEM spare parts for more
than 30 years.

unemployment figures in the market. Memduh

The website’s support for homeless children and for

Boydak, CEO of Kayseri-based Boydak Holding,

handicapped young people in acquiring a profession

believes his company could realise a 5% growth

was another reason for this prize.

in 2010 following an anticipated recuperation

Dr. Gülden Türktan, the President of
the Women Entrepreneurs Association of Turkey (KAGIDER)

Ali Babaoğlan, born in 1986, was among the most
successful 75 students selected by IBM EMEA in 2008,
and the best student-worker by Microsoft.
——————

both with regards to sales and production. Boydak

‘Infinity’ is another leading technology compa-

Yomi Kastro, born in 1981, was recognised among

states, “We should make as much use of potential

ny that provides effective learning and performance

the best entrepreneurs in Turkey by Endeavor in 2008.

investment opportunities in the market as we can,

development at the right time. The company exports

since this is the only way a sustainable recovery

educational products to five European countries, in-

will be possible.”

cluding Germany with the biggest share.

——————
Infinity is the designer and publisher of Turkey’s
best-selling interactive applications with more than 2
million CD/DVD’s in yearly circulation and Turkey’s
first PC game “Galata”.

World praises the Young Turks

Women taking the lead

Commission on the Status of Women, a session en-

Great results achieved by small enterprises are

Women of the new generation have also been

not only specific to industry. Turkish web entrepre-

instrumental in spearheading innovative develop-

neurs won four of the ten categories in Junior Cham-

ments in business. When Sibel Kutman Oral took

ber International’s (JCI) last web world contest.

up a position in 1998 in Doluca, the family business,

Ali Babaoğlan received an award in the personal

she was faced with a prevailing style of manage-

achievement field which shows that people at such

ment which was focused on production. “Even if

a young age can achieve a lot in Turkey.

you consistently produce fantastic wines, you will

textiles, communications, human resources, tourism,

not reap the rewards for your efforts in full if you do

chemicals, mining and health.

Yomi Kastro, co-founder of Inveon Software

not implement a suitable marketing plan. We began

Solutions, received an award in the business world,

to discuss what we could do in terms of marketing,”

economics and entrepreneurship field, with the first

says Kutman Oral. She diversified from classifying

video based HR interview site in the world.

wine into colour and price and developed a marketing plan based on associating wine with the va-
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——————
Within the scope of the 53rd Session of the UN
titled “Supporting Women Entrepreneurs: Examples
from Turkey” was held in New York with the support
of the Permanent Mission of Turkey to the UN.
——————
37 prominent Turkish female entrepreneurs
founded KAGIDER in 2002 as a non-profit NGO. Today
it has 142 members from various sectors, including

——————
JCI, operating in 123 countries, is one of the largest NGO’s in the world with more than 200 thousand
members.
——————
Doğuş Group’s Garanti Bank, with 63 years of
established history, is Turkey’s second largest private

Fatih Demir, the leader of Tish-o project, won

riety of grape, region and differences in taste. She

the JCI Turkey Special Award for “Healthy T-shirts”

then tried to broaden the appeal of wine in Turkey

in the category of environmental protection and

where it was previously enjoyed almost solely by the

Established in 1958, the Çelebi group focuses

ethical leadership. Tish-o is a website enabling users

elite. Sibel Kutman Oral orchestrated many ground-

on aviation. Çelebi Ground Handling was recently

to design their own t-shirts online. Demir won this

breaking events from implementing wine serving

award as Tish-o uses healthy textile printing methods.

training programmes and incentives for waiters as

bank with a total assets of $78 billion in 2009.
——————

awarded contracts by Delhi and Mumbai International Airports.
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well as encouraging the growth of grape harvest tourism. As public perception

Sibel Kutman Oral is not alone in her belief. “Everything that is thought to

Are, in fact the typical American shirts and ties from Brooks Brothers made

changed and the sector became more established, Kutman Oral’s groundbreak-

be unchangeable can in fact change,” says Gülseren Onanç, the former presi-

in Turkey? That is correct and in this respect many other US-based top fashion

ing achievements propelled Doluca into a more prestigious position. Sibel Kut-

dent of the Women Entrepreneurs Association (KAGIDER), to express the role of

labels based on Madison Avenue in New York are no exception. In addition to

man Oral clarifies that for Turks, wine is now no longer enjoyed only while cel-

NGO’s on encouraging women entrepreneurs for the peace and welfare of the so-

American brands like Calvin Klein, Banana Republic, and Nike, many German

ciety. Nafiz Karadere, Executive Vice President of Garanti Bank, agrees and says:

fashion labels such as Hugo Boss, Adidas and Mustang rely on Turkish pas-

“With awareness of our corporate responsibility, we encourage creativity, pave

sion for quality garments too. Turkish fashion designer Bahar Korçan empha-

the way for talent, create opportunities, provide long-term support and take part

sised the importance of design in such efforts and said designers should act in

in each project. In everything we do, our purpose is to support all the projects

sync with other parts of the sector. Arzu Kaprol, another designer, noted the

that contribute to the well being of society, as well as our business. In the light

influence of LVMH, and Gucci PR in Turkey and around the world. “LVMH is

of this belief, we are the first private bank to provide support to women entre-

a French group, but 60% of its income comes from other countries. Since they

preneurs whom we believe to be essential players in economic growth. While of-

have the important brands in their companies, they also direct global fashion,”

fering them financial support, we also organise meetings and training programs

she says.

80% of Turkish textile exports go to EU
markets. Turkey has the potential to
increase its textile exports to developing
markets up to $10 billion annually.

that contribute to their skills. We will continue to support women entrepreneurs
in every area.”

The expansion of the Hey Group of companies is a unique story; it is also
an inspiring example of female entrepreneurship in Turkey. In co-operation

The textile and fashion business booming through branding

with public authorities, Hey Tekstil has transformed empty building sites in

Aynur Bektaş, Turkey’s Social Entrepreneur in 2008, founded Hey Tekstil as a small
family business. Hey is the leading knitwear manufacturer in Turkey with more than
4,000 employees.

Anatolia into manufacturing centres, thus creating employment opportunities
Hikmet Tanrıverdi, President of the Istanbul Ready-to-Wear Exporters Asebrating birthdays or anniversaries. She says that her primary goal is to further

sociation (IHKIB), said there has been a significant recovery in textile exports

strengthen Doluca’s leading position and to continue being a pioneer in the sec-

and that they expect to exceed the 2009 figures this year. “We are receiving

tor. She adds, “Our long term goal is to promote Turkish wines around the world

more and more new orders. We believe 2010 will be better than last year unless

and to increase interest in wine in the domestic market. We’re confident that we

an unprecedented development occurs in the markets. Europe is our tradition-

can achieve this. If even something can change in the long established global

al export market. Some 80 % of Turkish textile exports go to EU markets.

wine market, then there is nothing that cannot change.”

for young people and women. Today, Hey Tekstil is the largest knitwear
company in Turkey and is among the country’s top 50 exporting companies.
Toughest of all, creating a global Turkish jean brand
Mavi is a fashion company that designs and markets ready-to-wear items,
with the emphasis being on jeans. Collections that are prepared under the
Mavi brand are presented to the consumer via its own sales outlets, chain
stores and franchises, and supported by a variety of communications projects centred on the “Mediterranean” identity. The production of jeans, which
create the essence of the brand, takes place at ERAK, which is owned by the
same family, while product groups that are not made from denim (textiles,
cotton, machine-knits and accessories) are assimilated in a global purchasing

London based Turkish fashion designer Rıfat Ozbek’s
collection for Mavi on the catwalk.

organisation.
Ersin Akarlılar worked at his father’s production atelier during the summertime from when he was a young boy. At the end of the 70’s, his father’s
atelier had a capacity of 40 machines and was large enough to be considered
a factory. Ersin Akarlılar’s apprenticeship period in “sales” was at this small
wholesaler store. He has always been more interested in the customer relations
aspect of the business as opposed to production. During the 80’s, the high
quality of Turkey’s blue jeans material was being noticed and ERAK began to
manufacture items for some of the world’s largest brands.
A new hub for research and development
Anatolia is undergoing a rapid revival, reminiscent of its heyday centuries
ago, as if it were once again the Silk Road which was the strategic bridge of
trade between the East and the West. This revival is why global companies,
one after another, are opening R&D centres in Turkey. One of them is Nortel
Netaş, which has been investing in developing and implementing cutting

Aynur Bektaş
I founded Hey Tekstil with only three employees after working
in the banking sector for 20 years. At the outset, the company was
totally export oriented and growth was very difficult. I believe that
I brought together all the merits a good business needs; know-how,
trust and consistency. I have to admit I had a bit of luck too. My
first investment in Anatolia was in Çerkeş, Çankırı. Our success here
served as a model to other Anatolian firms and opened up the way.
This factory represented hope and livelihood for young people from
peripheral towns and villagers from the mountains. I opened my
second factory in Hacıbektaş, Nevşehir, and the third one in Tosya,
Kastamonu, a region where employment rates for women were low.
The fourth factory was in Batman, where the recorded suicide rates
for women were the highest in Turkey, and it was the best investment I have ever made. Hey Tekstil enlarged its existing factories
and made improvements in its design offices in 2009 and managed
to increase its income by 20 percent. Today, according to employment figures, our company ranks 20th and according to export sales
figures, we are 42nd. In knitting, we are the sector leader. We employ 50 designers working in offices in Paris, London, Milan, Barcelona and Cologne. Collections created in these offices contribute
to shaping European fashion. I believe social entrepreneurship is
every entrepreneur’s duty. Every entrepreneur should experience
the satisfaction of making a social contribution. If your investment
generates a social contribution that transforms social structure and
creates a social status for people, then that is what makes you a
social entrepreneur. To this end, at Hey Tekstil, we formed a special department that works exclusively on the development of social
responsibility projects. To this day, we develop projects to increase
employment opportunities for women and the handicapped.

edge communication technologies in Turkey for 40 years, since founded its
first R&G office in Turkey in 1973. Most noteworthy of these investments is the
High-Tech Operation Centre where Nortel Netaş provides technical support to
new generation telecommunication customers.
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Siemens’ new facilities at Gebze.

TAV Airports Holding is a success story in airport operations - one of the most challenging industries in the world - written with know-how,
experience and creativity. TAV’s last success is Enfidha International Arport in Tunisia.

Siemens Turkey has a long-standing tradition as a business partner to both

of Turkey that bears his last name and invested in a new line of business. Ali

industry and commerce. The exciting challenge of ever-increasing global and

Sabancı, currently the CEO of Pegasus Airlines, is making a unique contribution

regional change is a primary motivation for Siemens Turkey. “Exciting, because

to the establishment and development of civil aviation. “We have not ceased

Siemens can see its customers and employees benefiting from the fact that it is a

the investments alleging the global economic crisis. We have ordered 24 Boeing

company operating worldwide with access to an unrivalled network of the latest

planes up to 2015, and have tried to convert the crisis into opportunity. With $

research and development and their resulting applications in many technolo-

1.8 billion of investment, we have taken a risk according to some, and according

gies,” says Hüseyin Gelis, President and CEO. The Siemens Energy sector suc-

to others, we have made the right investment at the right time. We will see in the

cessfully completed the move from the Siemens facilities to the new Gebze facili-

future. We progress gradually and act carefully. That’s why some of our rivals

ties without any interruption in production in the medium-voltage switchgear

abstain from us” says Ali Sabancı.

Starting during his high school years until he completed university, Alican

Attention to detail makes Turkey a soughtafter partner for high-tech companies.
Turkey produces high quality spare parts
for turbines that propel aviation
around the world.

Ulusoy worked in many different positions within the Ulusoy group of companies. In 1998, he began to work in the Bus Group. After serving in different departments in the company, he assumed the full responsibility of the Bus Group
in 2000. Alican Ulusoy, who became the head of the logistics group following the
restructuring of the holding, is now aiming to make investments in renewable
energy and waste management.
Underlining that logistics is a sector with a promising future, Ulusoy believes in the importance and strength of their partner, Ziegler group. Ulusoy has

factory. The Siemens Gebze facilities, constructed with a focus on environmental conservation, won the first Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design

Primary requirements of airplanes: Airports

a clear vision for the future of his enterprise: “First of all we founded a recycling
and waste management company because this business concerns logistics. We

(LEED) Gold certificate in Turkey.
Firm grounds for the sky

As the Chairman of D-8 DGCA on Civil Aviation, Turkey is expected to pro-

transport, store, decompose and restore waste. With this company we recycle

mote more potential business in civil aviation, in addition to other programs

the waste of big companies. Our turnover projection is $50 million. In the new

such as air security and training. The D-8 DGCA will also be setting their co-

world order, I believe environmentally sensitive companies will stand out. This
is why we positioned ourselves thus.”

Turkish aviation firm Çelebi Holding will have invested $100 million in

operation program for the future mutual benefit of D-8 aviation communities.

India by the end of this year. It will offer advanced equipment and provide

After the encouraging development of a joint Egyptian-Turkish collaboration

airport services. “Çelebi Holding will also provide $30 million worth of ground

in airport expansion in Alexandria, another piece of exciting news came from

handling equipment for resource planning, fostering and operation planning,”

the Turkish TAV company that plans to expand its projects to develop airports.

said Canan Çelebioğlu Tokgöz, Vice Chairman. Çelebi Holding was a member

TAV won the 2008 Project Finance award of Project Finance magazine for the

of the construct airports that bagged the project to construct Istanbul’s second

finance plan developed for Tunisia’s first foreign investment project. Evidently,

international terminal, the Sabiha Gökçen Airport and run it for 20 years. The

the same finance plan won the project contract too.

Çelebi Ground Handling was awarded contracts by Delhi and Mumbai International Airports.

company is also looking at expanding its operations in other parts of India.
“We are looking at all opportunities here, be it metro airports or non-metro

Management by the younger generation

airports,” Tokgöz said.
A Flying Horse: Pegasus
Ali Sabancı is a well known young investor and a member of a leading family
in Turkish business life. He values exploration most of all in his business. He
boldly resigned from the management of one of the largest holding companies
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Ali Sabancı, born in 1969, graduated from Tufts University (USA). He began his career as a financial analyst for Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated and received an MBA in International Finance
from Columbia Business School in 1995. Upon his return to Turkey, he worked for Akbank until
1996, after which he was appointed Assistant Manager. In 1997, he began his career at Sabancı
Holding as Head of Projects, and in June 2001, he was appointed Executive Vice President of
Strategy and Business Development. In March 2004, he resigned from Sabancı Holding. Since
then, he has been Chairman of Pegasus Airlines, part of Esas Holding. He is also a board member at affiliates İz Air and Air Berlin.

Recently, a change in growth strategies has been witnessed as the younger
generation begins to take over the management of many family run companies.
In many prominent groups of companies, from Zorlu to Süzer, from Doğan to
Anadolu Group, the younger generation has assumed full responsibility. A rising
star of this new generation of managers is Alican Ulusoy.
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“There is no prejudice that the work of art
does not finally overcome.”
André Gide

20th century French writer

Artistic Creativity
Breaking the Boundaries

The International Istanbul Biennial is a contemporary art exhibition, held every two years in Istanbul, since 1987.
The biennial is organised by the İstanbul Foundation for Culture and Arts (IKSV).

From ‘Monkey’s Right to Paint’ to Sotheby’s auctions
Bedri Baykam
Bedri Baykam is a contemporary artist and author, who
was one of the first Turkish painters to be recognised
in the European art markets. He published ‘Monkey’s
Right to Paint’ in 1994.

These were the first signs of the upheaval that paved the way for Sotheby’s auctions organised exclusive-

Sotheby’s special Contemporary
Turkish Art auction in 2010.

ly for Turkish contemporary artists. And in no time, the Istanbul Biennial was recognized as one of the most
“Monkey’s Right to Paint”, what a book title! In the 1990’s, this title would instantly put a sardonic smile

prestigious contemporary art exhibitions in the world. Today, Turkey boasts internationally acclaimed con-

on the face of any non-western contemporary artist. Bedri Baykam, makes his revolt even more clear with

temporary art curators like Vasıf Kortun and Beral Madra. Contemporary art is now one among many gate-

these words: “The fight of a cultural guerrilla for the rights of non-western artists”. As one critic pointed

ways that is wide open to young Turkish artists who are by all means flooding into the western art scene.

out, “In ‘Monkey’s Right to Paint’, Turkish painter and self proclaimed cultural guerrilla, Bedri Baykam was
taking on the entire western cultural establishment single-handedly with a little help from fellow artists, soul

They were the early pioneers

mates and culturally sensitive art historians.”
Throughout the 20th century, Turkey always had some prominent artists who succeeded in earning a
Unyielding and determined to prove their case against the ethnocentricity of international art critics,

respectable reputation in western culture: Idil Biret, a piano virtuoso, who, according to Wilhelm Kempff

today’s Turkish artists go on to unmask its inner machinations and campaigns against a power block that has

was his ‘most valuable student’. Suna Kan, a violin virtuoso, is recognised as one of the world’s best Mozart

systematically “borrowed” from and bastardised non-western civilisations and their artists while excluding

interpreters whilst Yaşar Kemal, featured on the Nobel’s “waiting list” since the day he published his

them from the privileged western triangle of collectors, galleries and museums.

masterpiece “Memet my Hawk”, which is internationally acclaimed as the Iliad of modern times. Aziz Nesin,
an incredibly productive humorist has been translated into nearly every language, whilst Yılmaz Güney was
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the winner of the Cannes prize back in 1982. Mehmet Ulusoy is now considered
an indispensable figure of the history of French theatre. Thanks to these people
and many others, the creative Turkish soul has never disappeared from the
international scene, even in the worst of times.

In announcing the 2006 Nobel Prize
in Literature, the Swedish Academy
said of Orhan Pamuk: “His quest for
the melancholic soul of his native city,
Istanbul, led him to discover new symbols
for the clash and interlacing of cultures.”
Nuri Bilge Ceylan, the Best Director at the 61st Cannes International Film Festival.

Young Turks on the rise
European Turkish Authors
In the 2000’s an incredible creativity was suddenly unleashed from every corner of the Turkish soul. In the last three years, Orhan Pamuk won the

Sedef Ecer is another author from this lonely and beautiful country. She is

Nobel Prize in literature and Nuri Bilge Ceylan won the Best Director award

the first to be accepted as a member of the Dramatic Arts Society (Société des

at Cannes. In 2010, the Golden Bear award at the Berlin Film Festival went to

Auteurs et Compositeurs Dramatiques) amongst other authors whose native

Semih Kaplanoğlu. The Turkish cinema sector rose up from the ashes, and is

language is not French. Ecer explains her success rather simply, “Since I live

now one of the biggest and liveliest in Europe. Not only Turkish author cin-

in France, as a writer, I first wanted to be accepted and recognised in France.

ema with internationally acclaimed directors like Reha Erdem, Ferzan Özpetek,

Working on her latest project concerning “the life in the ghetto”, Ecer found out

Semih Kaplanoğlu and Fatih Akın achieved global success, but also Turkish

that the ghetto is rather a universal phenomenon and she points out: “From all

popular cinema revived and started to reach big masses.

around the world, we who are interested and curious about the ghetto, should be

Daniel Cohn-Bendit, the
radical French student
leader-turned Green
European MP, first met
Orhan Pamuk in 2001 and
said, “Pamuk was one
of the intellectuals who
made me understand
the importance of Turkey
joining the European
Union”.

Orhan Pamuk receiving his Nobel Prize from His Majesty King Carl XVI Gustaf of Sweden at the Stockholm Concert Hall, 2006.

in contact, should follow each other’s research. My occupation is story-telling, in
It is easier to understand a nation by listening to its music

two languages, French and Turkish. Gradually all stories are becoming universal
stories. Stories in my neighbourhood do not only concern my neighbourhood,

Turkish pop music began its journey around the globe with singers like Sezen

but all the neighbourhoods in the whole world.”

Aksu and Tarkan back in the 1990’s. If you call this early global popularity the

the Best European Act at the 2009 MTV Awards, is much more convincing proof
that Turkey, as a whole population, is eager to integrate with European culture.
Nations are ripe for a union especially when the popular cultures are ready to
recognise each other.
The new generation is no longer alone
When giving his speech at the Cannes award ceremony, Nuri Bilge Ceylan,
described his homeland of Turkey as being “the lonely and beautiful country.”
The young generation of Turkey has no difficulties in envisioning the whole of
Europe as their audience when shooting a film or when writing a song. They
proudly feel that they belong to a generation of film directors that created a new
global style, that they are compatriots of the best rock band in Europe, or that
they are the followers of the legacy of a Nobel Prize winner. What could not be
dreamt of ten years ago has become a matter of fact so quickly, adapting to the
pace of change seems to be the only problem now.
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psychological complexities of both societies. They are able to build a cultural
bridge in two different languages, and even more, to create a different language

“handshake”, then a Turkish rock music band making it to the top of Europe is
the biggest embrace of cultures. Manga, a young Turkish rock band being voted

Literature bonding Germany and Turkey
In the 1980’s, the literary efforts of labour migrants, then frequently labelled

Writer, director and actress Sedef Ecer has won many prizes for her play Sur le Seuil in 2009.

of their own.”

as ‘Gastarbeiter literature’, finally gained broader public recognition in Germany.
Important representatives of this early phase of migrant literature in Germany

A modest civil enterprise turning into a mega project: IKSV

were Aras Ören and Yüksel Pazarkaya, members of the so-called Poli-Kunst
group. In 2008, Turkish literature was presented at a Frankfurt book fair under the

İKSV (Istanbul Foundation for Culture and Arts) is a non-profit endeavour

motto “Turkey in all its colours”. The partnership of the Frankfurt Book Fair with

seeded in a time of deprivation for the cultural and artistic life of Turkey. Now

Turkey is considered even more interesting, as Germany is home to more than

also one of Europe’s most respectable artistic and cultural institutions, İKSV is

2.5 million people with Turkish roots. “There is a rich German-Turkish literary

of outstanding importance in Turkey as an organisation which facilitated civil

scene which has contributed significantly to German-Turkish dialogue. This is

initiative taking and involvement in the art scene. Its evolution throughout the

one of the reasons Turkey feels so close to us, almost as if it were a neighbouring

years sets a great example as to how a small-scale project, with a broad vision

country,” points out Jürgen Boos, director of the Frankfurt Book Fair.

pursued by open-minded founders and managers, becomes a pioneer in its
field, permanently transforming itself as well as its audience.

Yücel Feyzioğlu, a columnist in Die Gaste, says, “Turkish writers in Germany are luckier compared to their colleagues in Turkey, because they have the

İKSV was founded in 1973, by a group of 17 businessmen and art enthusiasts

opportunity to partake in two different cultures in the same social milieu. Yücel

under the leadership of Nejat Eczacıbaşı, and set out to organise the first

Feyzioğlu states, “Access to even the world’s most prominent writers and artists

International Istanbul Festival. In time, İKSV activities moved way beyond

is rendered easily possible in Germany. Turkish writers in Germany have a com-

the borders of one single festival and the Foundation now organises the

mand of few languages. They have a better conception of internal conflicts and

International Istanbul Music, Film, Theatre, and Jazz Festivals, the International
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Istanbul Biennial, a film week in October, and the
biannual Leyla Gencer Voice Competition. Today,
under the leadership of Bülent Eczacıbaşı, İKSV

Young Turks Reaching Around The Globe

strives to expand its reach and further strengthen
its position as a pioneer in the field of culture and
arts, by introducing new and innovative activities.

Ayla Turan’s ‘Autoportrait.’

the possibility to change the paintings

Theory, the academic emphasis at the İTÜ-Centre for

as they like, created many different

Advanced Studies in Music (MIAM) has been in areas

paintings

thus

not otherwise readily available in Turkey. Apropos

created thousands of artists. Viewers

on

location,

and

here are the MIAM courses on ancient music, early

could change the paintings by touching

European music, twentieth-century music including

them. This possibility involved them

post-tonal music, ethno-musicological perspectives

immediately in the creation process. The

on avant-garde music, music of the American and

Italian press was enthusiastic about the

Pacific regions, bibliographical techniques, and

exhibition. My fellow painters and I are

technology-based courses such as production

now ready to write our manifesto and

analysis, mixing and mastering techniques, and

take our place in the history of art.”

digital imaging. Kamran İnce, co-founder of MIAM,
is one of the most powerful composers of our times

In addition to the leadership of İKSV, Bülent Eczacıbaşı is the
Chairman of Eczacıbaşı Holding, a prominent Turkish industrial group with investments in pharmaceuticals, consumer
products, building products and financial services.

Sculpturing a smile

and has been hailed by The Los Angeles Times as
“that rare composer able to sound connected with

Ayla Turan’s artistic

modern music, and yet still seem exotic.”

language aims to attract
attention at a first glance.
She injects humour into sculpture. With her witty style, she prefers to
put a little smile on the faces of her
viewers of art. Her childish style
has its roots in her city of domicile,
Istanbul. Her sculpture shapes the relation of human and space in a different
order. She liberates the three dimensions
from the boundaries of the known forms. Her
sculptures rather give the feeling of giant toys.
With her unique point of view and experimental
Transforming art into transformart

usage of materials, familiar objects suddenly acquire a different dimension that surprises the viewer

Yalçın Bilgin, an up and coming artist is known
as the young Turkish artist who painted the Raphael

in her hands. Her communicative style easily embraces the viewers from different cultures.

replicas decorating the ceilings of the world famous art
academy Ecole Nationale Supérieur des Beaux Arts.

Ayla Turan

He was chosen from amongst thousands of students

“The spaces I design, I believe, are alternative

to recreate the seven masterpieces of Raphael that

to spaces in real life. That is because my inspiration

were in a rather faded condition. The young artist,

comes from real life. For example, an entertainment

on the other hand, is also known for his unique style

park at first sight seems cheerful, yet it also has a

called ‘transformable painting’, which he prefers

gloomy side to it. Every object I appropriated from

to call ‘Transformart’. This new technique with the

real life into my art gives me the feeling as if I were

potential of creating a new movement in painting has

playing with something very dangerous.”

already gathered some followers around him.
MIAM and the digital symphonies
Yalçın Bilgin
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“I exhibited my first Transformart pieces in

In addition to providing necessary remedial

Cagliari, Italy. The exhibition, giving the viewers

work in such areas as Music History and Music

Ayla Turan was born in Hamburg in 1973. She graduated from
the Sculpture Department of the Fine Art Faculty of Mimar
Sinan University in 1996. In addition to her exhibitions, Turan
has participated in several symposiums around the world,
including Germany, Korea, Italy and India where she created
sculptures on location.
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Video-art increasing the possibilities
Ali Kazma

Kerem Erginoğlu

Kamran İnce

Born in 1971 in Istanbul, Ali Kazma is a video artist who received
his MA degree from The New School in New York City. In 2000,
he returned to Istanbul, where he still resides. His videos raise
fundamental questions about the meaning and significance of
human activity and labour and the meaning of economy, production, and social organisation. He has exhibited his work in
the Istanbul, Cetinje, Havana, and Lyon biennials and in Tokyo
Opera City and San Francisco Art Institute among others.

Erginoğlu&Çalışlar Architects is an Istanbul based, independent firm of architects founded in 1993. Erginoğlu&Çalışlar
Architects has won many awards for their innovative projects. In addition to architecture and design services, the
partners also give lectures and organize architectural workshops in universities across Turkey.

Kamran Ince was born in 1960. He holds a Doctorate from
the Eastman School of Music, and currently serves as CoDirector of MIAM at the Istanbul Technical University and
Professor of Composition at the University of Memphis.
Leading orchestras of the world perform his works. His
numerous prizes include the Prix de Rome, the Guggenheim
Fellowship, and the Lili Boulanger Prize.

Ali Kazma, the recipient of the UNESCO Prize for
the Promotion of the Arts, is a video artist. His work
progresses by reviewing all the symbol-locations of
modernity and by dropping their mythological aspect, he gives us back the core of that reality which
represents the positive form of our present times.
Italian critic Maurizio Bortolotti says, “He focuses
his attention on the changes taking place within
economic macro-realities such as the Turkish one,
which is currently undergoing great transformations.” Prestigious art magazines like Domus, Artforum, and Flash praise Ali Kazma and his art. “The
video creations of Ali Kazma are invested in the
practice of looking with a neutral gaze in order to
show work as an aptitude, as a savoir faire, as one
of the constructive forms of human activity,” says
the French critic, Paul Ardenne. Luigi Fassi from
Italian Landscape magazine says, “With Ali Kazma,
contemporary Turkish art has reached the highest
visibility and popularity in Europe.” Ali Kazma’s
video art is now being exhibited around the globe,
and was also on exhibition in Berlin in 2010.
Ability to speak different architectural languages

With these videos, I always do my own shoot-

Turkish contractors are well known for doing

The mission of MIAM is to provide graduate

ing - not rejecting the possibility that this might or

business all over the world, yet, in comparison,

music education at a modern level utilising

can not be the case forever - and my own editing. I

Turkish Architectural Design is not exported and

contemporary educational methods; and to

do not have a crew, lights or assistants when I am

not well known beyond Turkey. Our firm is an ex-

foster the transfer of musical heritage to further

on location. This is very important for my work.

ception. We designed many projects for overseas.

generations, to educate creative, investigative

Kerem Erginoğlu, partner of Erginoğlu & Çalışlar

Entering these spaces puts me in a very receptive

We owe this success to our ability to ‘speak’ many

music professionals with leadership qualities,

Architects explains the ethos of the company “To

and festive mood. I feel I am continuously on the

different architectural languages. Multiculturalism

to conduct musical research, to provide national

view each project within its individual context and

edge; the threshold of change, the moment of

and cultural adaptability is a very important asset

and international opportunities for continuous

contribute to it through innovative architectural

decision. This mood is not very compatible when

especially in architecture where business and art

self development of graduates. MIAM is a

solutions.” The firm has vast experience gained

you have to communicate with others. And this

are strongly interlinked. From all over the world,

platform for artists and academics, where their

through the successful completion of a wide vari-

way of working is also necessary since I want to

each day, a new opportunity for architectural de-

potential can be put to effective use in terms of

ety of both national and international projects on a

change what I am shooting due to a big presence on

sign, a new possibility for a new architectural ma-

education, research and consultancy. The MIAM

range of scales. Winner of the 2010 National Archi-

location. I would rather stay like a fixture or better

terial arises. Some of these are only valid for where

recording studio is the most important facility of

tectural Prizes in all three categories in which they

a ghost - as much as possible. I have been making

they arise; some of them carry the potential to be

MIAM Sound Engineering and Design Studies.

participated, the firm creates projects spanning the

these videos for longer than I have been presenting

transformed into something else. We follow these

It is used for both commercial and academic

globe, from the North Cape to the Bering Channel,

them. So with each space I try a new configuration

opportunities and trends closely. First we stepped

recordings where the students get the chance to

and from Manhattan to Baku.

and see how I feel about it. Deciding how to present

outside the boundaries of Turkey with the help of

take part in real-world recording sessions of the

the videos is also a creative process.

Turkish contractors, but now, we single-handedly,

music industry.

Companies for serious music

are able to market our designs to all over the world.

Borusan Holding is expanding its international
activities through its partnership with Germany’s
third largest energy company, EnBW AG. Borusan’s

musical performance, so much so that it became a

also one of Tekfen’s noteworthy contributions in

music supporter. The Akbank Chamber Orchestra,

entrance into the often complex and challenging

symphonic orchestra.

the field of arts and culture. The Tekfen Philhar-

founded in 1992, is the first example of direct pri-

monic Orchestra is a mosaic of friendship and peace

vate sector support for the music industry in Turkey.

brought together by musicians from 23 countries.

Working with the best young music professionals in

world of establishing orchestras was based on its vision of helping to bring polyphonic music to a wider

Another one is Tekfen Holding. Towards the end

audience of Turkish people. The foundation for the

of the 1990’s, Tekfen had made immense advances

now renowned Borusan Istanbul Philharmonic Or-

compared to a few years previously. Holding con-

Identified as the most valuable company on

combination of quality and repertory consistency.

chestra was set in place with the creation of the Bo-

certs in a variety of different venues in Turkey and

the Istanbul Stock Exchange, and the owner of the

The orchestra’s objective is to open up new horizons

rusan Chamber Orchestra in 1993. This group rapidly

around the world as a leading cultural ambassador

highest consolidated capital adequacy ratio in the

for its listeners, to be entertaining, educational and

grew in both the number of musicians and quality of

since 1992, the Tekfen Philharmonic Orchestra is

Turkish banking sector, Akbank is another classic

thought-provoking.

Turkey, the orchestra has achieved an outstanding

Tekfen Philharmonic Orchestra during a concert at the 6th century Hagia Irene.
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